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Abstract Placement is an important step in the overall IC design process, as it defines the on-chip interconnects, which are the bottleneck in determining circuit performance. Grid-warping is a new placement algorithm based on a strikingly simple idea: rather than move the gates to optimize their location, we elastically deform a model of the 2-D chip surface on which the gates have been roughly placed, “stretching” it until the gates arrange themselves to our liking. Put simply: we move the gird, not the gates. Deforming the elastic grid is a surprisingly simple, low-dimensional nonlinear optimization, and augments a traditional quadratic formulation. We describe in detail the algorithm design and detailed engineering of the first large-scale grid-warping placer capable of handling industrial-size designs with a mix of macrocells and gates. Experimental results show that our implementation of these ideas, a sequence of placers called WARP1, WARP2 and WARP3, are competitive with most recently published placers.
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Chapter 1



Introduction Circuit placement remains a critical step in the physical realization of any large design. Iterative improvement methods such as annealing [34] dominated in the 1980s, yielding to either quadratic/analytical methods ([57], [35], [48], [16]) or mincut methods [7] in the 1990s. The last few years have seen an especially vigorous competition to evolve efficient analytical methods (e.g., [61], [8], [9], [59]) to handle larger netlists, handle mixed-size system-on-chip (SOC) style applications, or produce better wirelengths or better timing or run faster. Today, there remains active development work on annealing ([62], [52]), min-cut ([7], [2], [3], [46], [33], [4]), quadratic ([61], [6]) and analytical placers ([8], [9], [10], [27], [30], [29]). Debates among quadratic, linear, and smoothed analytical wirelength estimators, between flat and hierarchical placement strategies, and among alternatives for embedding timing optimization, continue with equal vigor. Despite roughly two decades of impressive progress, the problem remains an important one to focus on. Much of the final performance-size, yield, cost, speed-of a modern IC implementation is determined by its placement.



In this thesis we describe the algorithm design and engineering implementa1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION



tion of the first successful grid-warping placer. We start with the well-known quadratic point-placement formulation, and improve the layout via recursive subdivision, but most similarities to prior methods end here. The idea, due originally to Fowler [22] is strikingly simple: rather than move the gates to optimize their location, we elastically deform a model of the 2-D chip surface on which the gates have been quickly and coarsely placed ([57], [35]). Put simply: we move the grid, not the gates. Rather than move each point individually, we “stretch” the underlying sheet until the points arrange themselves to our liking. This strategy has three advantages: (1) deforming the elastic sheet is a surprisingly simple, low-dimensional optimization problem; (2) freed of the need to rely on matrix solves as the sole engine of placement evolution, we can add optimization using powerful nonlinear methods, and choose any well-behaved objective function we like, for example, a combination of local congestion and exact half-perimeter wirelength; (3) this very big design problem is transformed from a very high-dimensional optimization task into a very large numerical cost function with a small number of degrees of freedom that determine the deformation of the placement grid.



Fowler’s thesis defined the original warping concept and several of the critical steps in the flow [22]. However, the essential nonlinear warping formulation was not very successful, and the resulting prototype was not competitive on any of the small designs on which it was tried. It remained unclear whether warping could really deliver high quality results, on designs of industrially relevant scale, and with additional geometric complications such as mixed-size macrocells.



In this thesis, we revisit the original grid warping concept, but we develop a fundamentally new nonlinear warping formulation, a superior overall placement flow, a set of new quality-improvement steps, and extend the grid warping con-



3 cept to basic timing optimization and to the mixed-sized placement case. The result is the first competitive grid-warping placer which can handle problems of industrial scale with wirelength results competitive with all other recently published placers.



As we shall see in the remainder of the thesis, the warped placement model creates some novel placement behaviors we must confront. For example, in most placers, the key problem is how not to incorrectly separate gates that wish to be close. In the warping model, this is less of a problem than determining how to make gates separate, since adjacent gates intrinsically stay close as the local surface deforms. In the sequel, we show how to solve these problems with a mix of new geometric optimization steps, and reuse of some existing heuristics from quadratic and analytical placers. The overall structure of the placer is a quadratic analytical initial step serving to create a quick coarse placement in each (sub)region, followed by an improvement loop comprising the nonlinear numerical solution of a warping problem, followed by partitioning and recursion.



The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews previous work on placement algorithms for background context. Chapter 3 develops the essential algorithms and flow for a basic grid-warping placer, for the standard cell case. Chapter 4 extends the formulation to an elementary timing-driven flow. Chapter 5 extends the formulation to the important mixed-sized placement case, with a large number of arbitrarily sized fixed macro blocks mixed in with a large number of logic gates. We report experimental results in each of Chapters 3, 4 and 5 as the capabilities of our placer, called “Warp”, evolve with each new set of algorithmic improvements. Finally Chapter 6 offers conclusions and ideas for future research.
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Chapter 2



Background 2.1



Introduction



Placement is a critical step in the overall IC design process. There are four basic objectives for circuit placement. First, we must minimize the total wirelength to have any hope of routing the design. Second, we must achieve specific clock speed(s), to meet overall chip timing constraints. Third, we must manage congestion so that a complete routing is likely. Finally, we should meet all these objectives as quickly as possible, even for extremely large designs. The interplay among these often incompatible constraints and objectives inside different placement strategies has shaped the last two decades of evolution for practical placement implementations.



In this chapter, we will review previous work in the placement community.



2.2



Iterative Placers



Most placement algorithms can be classified on the basis of: 5
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 1. the input to the algorithms, 2. the nature of output generated by the algorithms, and 3. the process used by the algorithms.



Depending on the input, the placement algorithms can be classified into two major groups: iterative improvement and constructive placement methods. Iterative improvement algorithms start with an initial placement. These algorithms modify the initial placement in search of a better placement and are typically used in an iterative manner until no improvement is possible. In constructive placement, a method is used to build up a placement from scratch.



Depending on the process used by the algorithms, we can classify placement algorithms into the following categories: iterative methods, partitioning based algorithms and quadratic/analytical algorithms. Let us review some iterative methods first.



2.2.1



TimberWolf



Simulated annealing [34] is one of the most well developed placement methods. The simulated annealing technique has been successfully used in many phases of VLSI physical design, e.g., used in placement as an iterative improvement algorithm. Given a placement configuration, a change to that configuration is made by moving a component or interchanging locations of two components. Simulated annealing avoids getting stuck at a local optimum by occasionally accepting moves that result in a cost increase.



Sechen developed a range of annealing-based placers called “Timberwolf” [47]. These comprised some of the earliest successful applications of annealing ideas to the standard cell-based ASIC placement problem. Although the core itera-



2.2. ITERATIVE PLACERS
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tive improvement ideas are simple to explain – i.e., select a random subset of placement objects, disturb their placement incrementally, evaluate cost function, choose to accept/reject – significant engineering innovations were needed to apply these ideas to a range of industrial applications. Sechen developed a range of novel algorithms and implementation that showed how to leverage the annealing framework, including innovations in cost functions [47], geometric problem state [49], incorporation of timing [51] and cooling schedules [50].



Unfortunately, when design sizes rose from roughly 100K instances to about 1M instances, the attractive solution quality of annealing-based approaches was overshadowed by the large runtime cost. Flat annealing fell out of favor above 1M instances.



2.2.2



Dragon



Sarrafzadeh attacked the runtime problem of annealing approaches by applying hierarchical ideas. Dragon [62] is a simulated annealing based algorithm combined with partitioning techniques. A typical top-down hierarchical placement approach can be generalized as follows: at a given hierarchical level, the layout area is partitioned into several global bins. All the cells of the circuit are distributed into these global bins to minimize a certain placement objective. If a cell is distributed into a particular global bin, it will be placed within the area of this bin in the final layout. As the algorithm proceeds to more refined levels, the number of global bins increases and the physical size of global bins decreases. The top-down approach terminates when there are only a few cells in each global bin.



Dragon is divided into two phases, global placement (GP) and detailed placement (DP). A top-down hierarchical approach is used in the GP phase. The
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algorithm recursively solves the hierarchical placement problem and quadrisects each global bin at each level. Overlaps between cells are allowed in the GP phase. The DP phase takes the output from GP and produces an overlap free layout. Then it iteratively improves the legal layout using a greedy heuristic. Due to the computational complexity, the DP heuristic is only capable of performing optimization locally.



Generally, Dragon produces good quality placement. However even this hierarchical simulated annealing based GP is still computationally expensive and experiences relatively excessive run times.



2.3



Partitioning Placers



As instance sizes grow larger, swap-based methods like annealing are simply too slow except for detailed placement improvement. Partitioning based placers are an attractive alternative due to their speed. This is an important class of algorithms in which the given circuit is repeatedly partitioned into two subcircuits. At the same time, at each level of partitioning, the available layout area is partitioned into horizontal and vertical subsections alternately. Each of the subcircuits so partitioned is assigned to a subsection. This process is carried out till each subcircuit consists of a single gate or several gates.



During partitioning, the number of nets that are cut by the partition is minimized. Thus, wirelength minimization is only an indirect byproduct of a partitioning placer.



Next let us review the basic partitioning algorithms and partitioning based placement algorithms.



2.3. PARTITIONING PLACERS



2.3.1
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Kernighan-Lin/Fiduccia-Mattheyses



Kernighan and Lin (K-L) [32] proposed a graph bisectioning algorithm for a graph which starts with a random initial partition and then uses pairwise swapping of vertices between partitions, until no improvement is possible.



The essential innovation is a form of hill-climbing in choosing swaps: one always selects the pair swap with the maximum gain (improvement) in the crossing count, even if that best gain is negative (i.e., it worsens the number of nets crossing the cut). The heuristic is remarkably effective in providing excellent bipartitioning results, although the complexity as originally presented is quite high – O(n3 ) to execute O(n) best-gain-ordered swaps.



Fiduccia and Mattheyses (F-M) [21] remedied these problems with a novel data structure and careful analysis of the problem. By executing only one-sided cell swaps, storing cells in sorted order of their potential gain, and carefully locking swapped cells after they move, they showed that it was possible to execute a single improvement pass (relocating all movable cells in best-gain order, until some left-right balance criterion is violated) in time linear in the number of cells (O(n) for n cells).



When coupled with terminal propagation [17], a more geometrically reasonable model of partitioning which adds some approximate consideration of wirelength during partitioning, K-L and F-M became the basis for a large number of academic and industrial min-cut placers in the 1990s.



2.3.2



hMetis



After the K-L and F-M algorithms, a new class of multilevel partitioning techniques was developed [31]. These algorithms consist of three phases, namely, a
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Figure 2.1: hMetis: coarsening phase, uncoarsening and refinement phase. (From [31]) coarsening phase, an initial partitioning phase, and an uncoarsening and refinement phase. During the coarsening phase, a sequence of successively smaller (coarse) graphs is constructed; during the initial partitioning phase, a bisection of the coarsest graph is computed; and during the uncoarsening and refinement phase, the bisection is successively projected to the next level finer graph, and at each level an iterative refinement algorithm such as K-L or F-M is used to further improve the bisection. The various phases of multi-level bisection are illustrated in Figure 2.1. Karypis and Kumar extensively studied this paradigm for partitioning of graphs [31]. They presented new powerful graph coarsening schemes for which even a mediocre bisection of the coarsest graph is a good bisection of the original graph. This makes the overall multilevel paradigm even more robust. Furthermore, it allows the use of simplified variants of K-L and FM refinement schemes during the uncoarsening phase, which significantly speed up the refinement without compromising the overall quality.



Based on the multilevel paradigm, Karypis et al. [31] presented a new hy-



2.3. PARTITIONING PLACERS
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pergraph partitioning algorithm. In the multilevel paradigm, a sequence of successively coarser hypergraphs is constructed. A bisection of the smallest hypergraph is computed and it is used to obtain a bisection to the next level finer hypergraph. They evaluate the performance both in terms of the size of the hyperedge cut on the bisection as well as run time on a number of VLSI circuits. The experiments show that the new algorithm, hMetis, produces high quality partitioning in relatively small amount of time. Also, on the large hypergraphs, hMetis outperforms other schemes (in hyperedge cut) quite consistently with larger margins. As at this writing, hMetis still represents the state of the art in modern partitioning algorithms.



2.3.3



Capo



Capo is one very good example of a modern placer based on high-performance partitioning algorithms. The Capo placer first released at DAC2000 [7] sought to produce routable placements with a pure min-cut algorithm. Capo uses bisection to build top-down placements. It implements three types of min-cut partitioners — optimal (branch-and-bound), middle-range (Fiduccia-Mattheyses) and large-scale (multi-level Fiduccia-Mattheyses partitioner MLPart).



Bins



with seven or fewer cells use an optimal end-case placer. The efficiency of the partitioners and placers implemented in Capo as well as the min-cut placement framework are directly responsible for Capo’s speed and scalability. The overall run-time spent on middle-range partitioning (F-M) scales linearly, and so do cumulative run-times of all calls to optimal partitioning and placement. Further complexity analysis shows that Capo’s asymptotic run-time scales as O(n log 2 n) on standard-cell designs with n instances.



Later on, by using a min-cut floorplacement algorithm, Capo integrated mixedsize placement capability [2], [3]. Floorplaning determines the locations of large
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objects, and the remaining small objects are placed by further partitioning. After successful floorplanning, the locations of all large modules are returned to the top-down placer, snapped to rows and considered fixed obstacles. Min-cut placement then resumes with a bin that has no large modules in it.



2.3.4



Feng Shui



Feng Shui is another good example of a partition based placer. Starting from an initial circuit netlist and placement region, feng shui [33] repeatedly divides the logic elements using a paritioner (either hMetis or MLPart). Feng Shui uses an aspect ratio based methodology, cycling for terminal propagation and different possible cut sequences. Rather than aligning horizontal cut lines with row boundaries, feng shui introduces the more flexible “idea” of fractional cut lines. And without a constraint on row alignment or legality during global placement, macro blocks and standard cells can be handled simultaneously by recursive bisections. To obtain a legal placement after fractional cut based bisection, feng shui employs two techniques, namely, dynamic programming based legalization and greedy legalization. The dynamic programming method operates as follows: first sort all cells by their vertical location, based on the result of global placement. A sutset of these cells are selected, then the dynamic programming formulation assigns a cost for either inserting the cell into the top row, or for deferring the legalization of the cell for a subsequent row. By processing cells from left to right, the optimal solution can be found quickly. After placing cells into the top row, the process moves to the next row down. This method works for standard cell placement, but is not satisfactory for mixed size benchmarks. Feng Shui uses a simple greedy approach to handle macro blocks, which is fast and produces excellent results in designs where the circuit elements are
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distributed uniformly. The detailed placement engine of fengshui is based on sliding-window branchand-bound optimization. Optimal rearrangements of small groups of cells – usually 6 or fewer – are found repeatedly. Generally speaking, feng shui is a very fast algorithm and can handle both standard cells and macro cells simultaneously.



2.4



Quadratic Placers



Due to their speed and “global” perspective, analytical placement engines (including the quadratic placers, the force directed placers and the smoothed analytical placers) have been increasingly dominating recent approaches to placement. Our own proposed strategy for placement would be categorized as hybrid of quadratic and analytical methods, and so we review most of these ideas here.



Let us begin with a conventional quadratic placement ([57], [35], [48]), in which each gate to be placed is represented as a dimensionless point connected to a set of appropriately weighted 2-point wires. Overall squared Euclidean wirelength is the objective we minimize. This placement is, in some mathematical sense, “optimal” with respect to wirelength. Unfortunately, however, cell sizes are not considered explicitly, overlaps are rampant, and much of the total gate area may be placed densely in a few hot spots comprising only a small fraction of the chip image.



This is the departure point for all subsequent efforts to make practical quadratic placement techniques. Historically, several options have been suggested. One can use spatial recursion, and locate a balancing bisecting cut ([57], [35] PROUD and GORDIAN) or quadrisecting cut ([61], Vygen’s placer), and then recursively
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place each subregion. This requires confinement of the gates in each partitioned region; this can be accomplished by computing new pseudo-pin locations on region boundaries ([57], [61]) for strict confinement, or adding center-of-gravity constraints for a looser confinement [48].



As we have described so far, there are different ways to remove the overlaps, and these lead to many different placement algorithms. Most of these algorithms choose a recursive strategy to legalize the layout. Algorithms using min-cut partitioning are very popular. We will review some well-known placers and their refining strategies. These tools illustrate how we evolved to the current state of the art in quadratic placement.



2.4.1



PROUD



PROUD [57] uses a direct quadratic placement as a starting point for a recursive min-cut partitioning strategy. Once the initial placement is found, the placement area is cut into two regions of about equal modules. The quadratic placement algorithm is re-applied to the two resulting regions. Pseudo-pins on the cut line between the modules are used to model connections with modules outside of the current region. Each region is recursively cut and the quadratic algorithm applied until each region has only 10s of modules. The whole process is repeated three to five times so that the modules’ movements in one region have a chance to globally affect all other regions. The process is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The resulting placement is not legal, so PROUD finalizes the placement by snapping the modules into rows. This alone would not produce a very good result, so it iteratively looks at a small area (window) of the layout and swaps modules, using a greedy algorithm, to improve wire length. Overall this algorithm was fairly effective, but it is interesting to note that over half the total wire length improvements are due to this finalization step.



2.4. QUADRATIC PLACERS
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Figure 2.2: PROUD: After the quadratic placement, partition the chip into two regions, re-apply quadratic placement algorithm to each region and use pseudopins to model modules outside this region, repeat this process several times.



2.4.2



GORDIAN



GORDIAN [35] is another tool that uses a classical quadratic objective function to begin placement, and like PROUD alternates quadratic solves with partitioning. However, the steps are very different. GORDIAN is more careful when partitioning. It recognizes that modules have area, so it partitions the placement area into regions with about the same module area, not necessarily the same number of modules. It is also more precise when modeling the positions of pins on a module. PROUD uses partitioning to reduce the size of the placement problem - each region consists of a smaller quadratic solve. In contrast, GORDIAN uses partitioning to confine the movement of modules. The idea is that the average location of the modules must be the center of their region, as shown in Figure 2.3. This location is referred to as the center of gravity. GORDIAN recursively minimizes the quadratic wire length subject to a fixed center of gravity constraint for each region. This has the advantage of moving all modules at the same time. These new constraints change the quadratic minimum wirelength formulation, but the overall problem solution still retains the form of a single large symmetric matrix solve.
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Figure 2.3: GORDIAN: Center of Gravity Constraints: The average location of the modules must be the center of their region.



The resulting placement is not legal either, so GORDIAN also does a finalization step. For standard cells, GORDIAN only snaps them into rows. This is fast, but not very effective. For macro-cells, GORDIAN performs an exhaustive slicing optimization [35]. Actually there are still many additional engineering and tuning optimizations to improve the layout quality. Overall GORDIAN is a very competitive and fast algorithm.



2.4.3



GORDIANL



GORDIANL [48] is the result of a detailed analysis of the pros and cons of using a quadratic wirelength objective function. These types of functions tend to overweight long wires at the expense of shorter ones. (See Figure 2.4 for a simple example) In other words, quadratic objectives functions minimize the squared Euclidean length of all nets rather than just the standard Manhattan length of all nets. The reason these functions have become so popular is that they are continuously differentiable and minimizing them only requires solving a linear system of equations. This is not true for linear objective functions.
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Figure 2.4: GORDIANL. Optimal placements for different objectives: two fixed modules A, C and a movable module B. Three nets connect them. Minimizing the quadratic objective function yields the placement in a). The minimization of the linear function results in the placement in b). This figure is from [48]. To obtain a near linear wire length estimation, GORDIANL uses essentially the same algorithm as GORDIAN, except that after each quadratic solve it calculates the linear wire length of each net and uses the inverse lengths as weights for the next quadratic solve. This process, called “linear reweighting”, is repeated until the wire length converges. By solving a sequence of modified quadratic wire length problems, the resulting placement approaches a linear wire length model without any difficult linear programming.



As they mentioned in [48], GORDIANL yields results with up to 20% less area than the quadratic objective function of the original GORDIAN procedure. The main reason for these distinct improvements, is the length reduction of nets connecting only two and three pins. But GORDIANL needs a much longer time to converge than GORDIAN.



2.4.4



DOMINO



An important side product of the GORDIAN project was one of the first standalone placement legalization algorithms, called DOMINO [16]. DOMINO was
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used in conjunction with GORDIAN and GORDIANL to further improve the layout. DOMINO is an efficient iterative improvement procedure for row-based cell placement with special emphasis on the objective function used to model net lengths. This iterative placement process starts with a given placement and produces a sequence of intermediate placements. DOMINO is able to iteratively improve already legal placements, or legalize placements containing overlapping modules, by cleverly formulating the problem into a network flow problem. In the first step, an initial placement is generated by the GORDIAN or GORDIANL procedure. DOMINO uses these coordinates as initial placement for the iterative process. In each iteration step a new placement is generated from a current placement. The process finishes when after several generations no significant improvement is achieved. To divide each generation into local subproblems, the layout area is covered by an array of overlapping regions. A subproblem consists of rearranging the cells currently placed inside a region. Since the cells have different heights, their rearrangement may produce overlaps and unused spaces. To construct a legal placement, DOMINO uses a simple but



Figure 2.5: DOMINO. Generation of a new placement; this figure is from [16].
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effective strategy as briefly described below.



DOMINO walks the layout along a jagged borderline (see Figure 2.5). It tries to legalize and improve the modules immediately above this line by packing them into rows. It attempts to reduce the wire length with minimal disturbance to the modules by formulating local legalization as a network flow problem. After each iteration, a new, improved placement is generated that is free of interspersed spaces and overlapping modules. These one-dimensional placement improvements “walks” are iterated over the whole layout until no significant improvement can be found. DOMINO is a fast, efficient, detailed placer with the added advantage of being deterministic.



PROUD, GORDIAN and GORDIANL all evolve an initial quadratic placement using a sequence of recursive decompositions based on bisection or quadrisection to spread out dense overlapping modules. DOMINO is an example of a deterministic backend legalizer. We now turn our focus to two quadratic placers using two very different techniques to accomplish the same goal.



2.4.5



Vygen



The next tool we will discuss is a tool by Vygen and his group [61]. They strongly believe that the initial quadratic placement is a good placement and the only problem is that modules overlap. So the basis of their algorithm is a quadratic optimization approach combined with a new quadrisection algorithm. In contrast to most previous quadratic placement methods, no min-cut objective is used at all. Based on an initial quadratic placement, a completely new algorithm finds a four-way partitioning meeting capacity constraints and minimizing the total movement, ie, minimizing the total distance each gate must move from its “ideal” quadratic initial placement. Their essential philosophy is
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to legalize the quadratic placement with as little movement as possible. They accomplish this by partitioning the layout into four sub-regions (a 2 × 2 grid) based only on a capacity constraint. Their capacity constraint is the total area of modules that is allowed in a particular region. The process is formulated as a novel linear program. The process continues refining the placement area into a 4 × 4 grid, then 8 × 8, and so on, until it is sufficiently fine. At each stage, the circuits are assigned to the rectangular regions induced by the grid. The procedure stops when the grid is fine enough: The height of the rows equals the standard height of the circuits, and the width of the columns is roughly 50 times the minimum width of a circuit.



A special algorithm does the final detailed placement legalization. The final placement procedure makes use of the row structure of a standard cell chip. The final placement consists of two main phases. The first phase determines an assignment of the non-fixed circuits to small regions called “zones” such that the total width of the circuits assigned to one zone does not exceed the width of this zone. The second phase of the final placement then finds an optimum disjoint placement such that the circuits remain within their zones and also remain in their horizontal order according to the positions after the last QP. This is formulated as an integer linear program, solved by relaxing the integer constraints. In this way, they mentioned that they were able to legally place a 200,000 net circuit in about six hours.



2.4.6



BonnPlace



BonnPlace [6] combines quadratic optimization and top-down recursive partitioning. It applies ideas from Vygen’s placer [61], but contains a number of new contributions that improve both running time and quality of result. As with Vygen [61], after an initial quadratic placement minimizing the total
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Figure 2.6: BonnPlace: The intermediate placements in the BonnPlace flow on an industrial benchmark. This figure is from [6].
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quadratic netlength, BonnPlace partitions the chip area into regions and assign the circuits to them (meeting capacity constraints) such that the quadratic placement is changed as little as possible. Similar to Vygen, the goals are to (a) move the gates as little as possible from their ideal quadratic locations, but (b) satisfy the quadrisection capacity constraints, which may also include (c) ensuring that when gates are moved, they do not inadvertently land on fixed (pre-placed) macro blocks. They refer to this as a “transportation” problem, and show a novel, extremely efficient network flow formulation and associated solver to execute the transporting of gates to minimize the disturbance to the initial solution.



BonnPlace introduces a new hybrid net model which can accelerate the QP computation significantly, they also describe how time-consuming parts of the algorithm can be divided into subproblems that can be solved by parallel computation. Experiments show BonnPlace can achieve good quality and handle even large designs efficiently (See Figure 2.6).



2.5



Force Directed Placers



Another approach, commonly called “force-directed” today, is to modify the quadratic objective or constraint formulation to address overlaps directly. The most well known option, is to add repulsion forces that are dependent on the local placement density (Kraftwerk, [18]) to a standard quadratic formulation. Viswanathan and Chu’s placer – FastPlace ([59], [44], [60]) – introduced an elegant set of engineering improvements to a force-directed scheme, with surprising speedups.
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Kraftwerk



The fundamental problem with the quadratic formulation, according to [18], is it only models wires as attractive forces. They present a new “force directed” method for global placement that features both attractive (wires) and repulsive (legalizing) quadratic forces. Besides the well-known wire length dependent forces, they formulate additional forces to reduce cell overlaps and to consider the placement area. They argue that compared to existing approaches, the main advantage is that the algorithm provides increased flexibility, e.g., to handle fixed macrocells as well. A standard quadratic solve is first calculated. Then each small region of the placement area is given an attractive or repulsive force that acts on every module – an attractive force for regions with excess modules and a repulsive force for regions with excess space. For each module, a net force is calculated and a new quadratic solve is formulated with these new constraints. This process is repeated until the wire length converges.



The final placement is again not legal, and they choose to use DOMINO to finish the layout. Based on their results, this placer is able to outperform GORDIAN/DOMINO in placement area by 6% using comparable or less CPU time. They emphasized that the algorithm is the first one that is able to handle large mixed block/cell placement problems without treating blocks and cells differently. It is also easy to add net-weighting based timing optimization to this strategy. Its main advantage may be due to the elimination of min-cut partitioning; without partitioning it is impossible for the tool to make bad local decisions, forcing modules to reside in sub-optimal regions. One problem when applied to large net-lists, however, is the reportedly complicated force calculation for each module, and the complicated numerical tuning process for the tool.
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FastPlace



FastPlace [59] evolves the ideas about adding repulsive forces to the standard quadratic style from Kraftwerk [18]. However, instead of decomposing the placement surface into a set of small regions, each of which will originate a new attractive/repulsive force, FastPlace formulates all the new legalizing forces as attractive forces, by adding a dense set of pseudo pins around the placement boundary, in effect pulling the gates away from their illegal quadratic placement and toward a more legal placement. As with Kraftwerk, placement is iterative, with forces reformulated and the entire QP resolved many times. In addition, some clever engineering changes in the net model (basically, replacing the standard clique model with a star model for high-fanout nets) reduce runtime significantly for large layouts. FastPlace does not seem to produce precisely the same quality as Kraftwerk, but it is extremely fast.



The FastPlace authors also designed an effective and efficient associated legalization flow ([59], [44]). They develop an efficient cell shifting technique to remove local cell overlaps from the quadratic placement solution and to produce an overall even cell distribution, and a novel iterative local refinement phase to reduce wirelength after this legalization works. The overall flow consists of global placement using a sequence of quadratic placement with new forces, a legalization step, and a final detailed placement step which does this local refinement operation for wirelength reduction. The ideas can also be extended to the case of mixed-size layouts [60]. After the global placement, FastPlace first assigns movable macro blocks to the nearest legal position so there is no macro-to-macro overlap, then runs the legalization and refinements steps on the remaining movable gates.
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Figure 2.7: The intermediate placements in the FastPlace flow on a benchmark. This figure is from [20]
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Analytical Placers



The force-base placer takes the attractive properties of the standard quadratic initial solution, and resolves the non-physicality of the solution by formulating and solving a sequence of “increasing legal” quadratic placements. New forces are added which not only minimize wirelength but also overlaps. Taking this idea one step further, we might ask if we can completely abandon the notion of an iterated set of repeated quadratic solves, and formulate placement as a single, very large nonlinear optimization process. In other words, a large objective function with possible a complex set of constraints, which we minimize to find a high-quality placement of our movable instances. The answer is the class of placers called analytical placers. We describe two important examples here, mPL ([8], [9], [10]), which exploits ideas from multilevel algorithms, recursively aggregating/disaggregating the gates and handling gate overlaps directly, in a more general formulation similar to quadratic programming ([8], [9], mPL); and APLace ([27], [30], [29]) ) (which extends ideas from Naylor’s Synopsys placer [56]), the essential ideas are a clever set of continuous approximating functions to (a) the bounding box wirelength, and (b) the amount of illegal cell overlap at a large number of sampled grid points on the surface of the chip. One formulates a large, but fully continuous cost function that balances wirelength (to be minimized) and overlaps (as penalties to be avoided) and uses some customized gradient descent ideas to converge to a reasonable rough placement.



2.6.1



mPL



Global placement in mPL [8],[9] is based on multilevel optimization: Roughly speaking, in a multi-level optimization framework, they try to reduce the dimensionality of the problem to something easier to solve, in a process called aggregation. That, they add back physical details to the problem, carefully
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and incrementally, in a process called disaggregation. At each level of this solution hierarchy, they do the best job they can of solving the problem in its current, abstracted state. The multilevel hierarchy is built by recursive firstchoice clustering. Intralevel optimization, known as relaxation, is by generalized force- directed placement. Disaggregation is called interpolation and is based on ideas from Algebraic Multigrid ([8], [9]). They claim that multilevel optimization strongly supports (i) scalability and parallelizability; (ii) correct handling of complex constraints, including timing, routability, etc.; (iii) the incorporation of multiple, diverse, and complementary optimization heuristics; (iv) adaptability to rapidly changing formulations of multiple objectives and constraints.



The new versions of mPL ([10] – mPL5, mPL6) are based on a mathematically sound foundation for supporting the density constraint, and can be viewed as a generalization of the force-directed method – Kraftwerk. They develop the new version using a density constrained minimization formulation and successfully incorporate the generalized force-directed algorithm into a multilevel framework which significantly improves the wirelength and speed. The experimental results demonstrate very good quality, performance, and scalability.



2.6.2



APlace



APlace is a general analytic placement engine based on ideas of Naylor et al. [56] and described in [27]. Naylor regards global placement as a constrained nonlinear optimization problem: they divide the placement area into uniform grids, and seek to minimize total half-perimeter wirelength (HPWL) under the constraint that total module area in every grid is equalized. To solve the problem using nonlinear optimization techniques, APlace uses some convex-modeling techniques to obtain smooth wirelength and density functions. In the placer, they use a log-sum-exp method to capture the linear HPWL while simultane-
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ously obtaining the desirable characteristic of continuous differentiability. Similar smoothing ideas allow for a continuously differentiable capacity constraint, e.g., each rectangular placeable object is modeled by a bell-shaped “smooth” geometric footprint. In the cost function, a quadratic penalty method is used for uniform density, and the classical conjugate gradient solver is employed to optimize the cost function. This is basically the framework of APlace, and they have explored the adaptability of APlace to multiple contexts with good quality of results. The framework was also extended to top-down multilevel placement, congestion-directed placement, mixed-size placement, timing-driven placement, I/O-core co-placement and constraint handling for mixed-signal contexts [30].



To handle very large scale placements, they have recently modified the implementation of APlace for speed and scalability [29]. Improvements have been made mainly in clustering, legalization and detailed placement strategies, as well as via a distributable solution framework for both global and detailed placement phases.



2.7



Analysis



So far, we have discussed several different classes of placers. Iterative placement algorithms based on simulated annealing are very flexible and produce good quality placement. However, simulated annealing is computationally expensive and can lead to impractical run times. Therefore, it is only suitable today for small to medium sized circuits or local detailed placement. Partitioning based placement algorithms are very fast, but are less flexible than iterative methods and produce less good quality in general. Quadratic/force-directed style placement algorithms are fairly scalable and produce good quality. Different strategies all agree that a quadratic placement is a good start, the differences
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arise when tying to legalize this initial quadratic placement. Currently, analytical placers seem to produce the best quality among all the tools. They are also very flexible, but seem to be the slowest and have some scalability issues if insisting on a “flat” placement. In this sense, techniques like clustering and the multilevel paradigm are used to speed up the algorithms.



In the following chapters, we develop a novel placement algorithm that combines the “flexibly nonlinear” strengths of the analytical placers with the scalability of the quadratic/force-directed placers. In particular, we show how to implement a practical, efficient placer based on Fowler’s original grid-warping concepts of [22].
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Chapter 3



Grid Warping: Cell-Level Placement 3.1



Introduction



In contrast with the algorithms described in Chapter 2, we focus on a geometrically novel placement algorithm. We start with the well-known quadratic point-placement formulation, and improve the layout via recursive subdivision, but most similarities to prior methods end here. The idea is strikingly simple: rather than move the gates to optimize their location, we elastically deform a model of the 2-D chip surface on which the gates have been quickly and coarsely placed [35], [57]. Put simply: we move the grid, not the gates. Rather than move each point individually, we “stretch” the underlying sheet until the points arrange themselves to our liking. This strategy has three advantages:



1. Deforming the elastic sheet is a surprisingly simple, low-dimensional optimization problem; 31
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CHAPTER 3. GRID WARPING: CELL-LEVEL PLACEMENT 2. Freed of the need to rely on matrix solves as the sole engine of placement evolution, we can add optimization using powerful nonlinear methods, and choose any well-behaved objective function we like, for example, a combination of local congestion and exact half-perimeter wirelength; 3. This very big design problem is transformed from a very high-dimensional optimization task into a very large numerical cost function with a small number of degrees of freedom that determine the deformation of the placement grid.



This is the conceptual placement framework called grid-warping, introduced in Fowler’s thesis of [22]. The idea is both novel and geometrically appealing – however, the initial algorithmic framework suggested in [22] was extremely unsuccessful. Placer quality was significantly inferior to competing formulations (e.g., GORDIAN [35]), and no large, industrial sized benchmarks were tried.



Our goal in this thesis is to revisit the grid warping concept, and develop a more successful, detailed algorithmic framework around the idea. We need to show that grid-warping can deliver high-quality wirelength results for the standard cell case, for benchmarks of realistic scale. This is the subject of this Chapter (see also [63], [64] for our earlier versions of these ideas). In Chapter 4 we shall revisit this new framework and consider elementary timing optimization ([65], [66]). And in Chapter 5 we shall further extend the framework to the important mixed-sized placement case [67].



As we shall show in the remainder of this chapter, it is possible to formulate an efficient, low-dimensional, nonlinear grid warping framework which can deliver very good wirelength in reasonable runtimes. However, the warped placement model creates some novel placement behaviors we must confront. For example,
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in most placers, the key problem is how not to incorrectly separate gates that wish to be close. In the warping model, this is less of a problem than determining how to make gates separate, since adjacent gates intrinsically stay close as the local surface deforms.



In the sequel, we show how to solve these problems with a mix of new geometric optimization steps, and reuse of some existing heuristics from analytical placers. The overall structure of the placer is a quadratic analytical initial step serving to create a quick coarse placement in each (sub)-region, followed by an improvement loop comprising the nonlinear numerical solution of a warping problem, followed by partitioning and recursion.



3.2



Motivation and Approach



The underlying idea of grid-warping is simple: rather than move the gates to optimize their location, we elastically deform a model of the 2-D chip surface on which the gates have been quickly and coarsely placed. Put simply: warping moves the grid, not the gates. Rather than move each point individually, we “stretch” the underlying sheet until the points arrange themselves in a more optimal way.



Grid warping starts with a conventional quadratic analytical placement, in which each gate to be placed is represented as a dimensionless point connected to a set of appropriately weighted 2-point wires. Overall squared Euclidean wirelength is the objective we minimize. This quadratic placement serves as the initial placement of the “spots on the sheet” for the subsequent warping improvement step.



This is the departure point for all subsequent efforts to make practical quadratic
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placement techniques. Historically, several options have been suggested, as we reviewed in the second chapter. All these approaches use quadratic wirelength, or a linearized approximation thereof, and use a large matrix solve as the essential engine for placement progress in each recursive or iterative solution step. Moreover, in all these approaches, the gates are the principal actors in the optimization: their (x, y) locations are the degrees of freedom we seek to optimize.



Grid-warping is distinguished by how it formulates the legalization problem. In contrast with other placers, in this approach it is the space on which the gates have been quadratically initially placed that is the focus of optimization. Figure 3.1 illustrates the basic idea, as it was originally proposed by Fowler [22]. It is easiest to conceptualize “warping” as a uniform grid above the placement surface, with each grid intersection defining a control point. Warping elastically moves these control points to approximate some continuum deformation of the grid. In this model, each of these unit cells deforms so as to acquire a new set of initially placed gates by overlapping them, and then pull those gates back to its original location. Roughly speaking, the grid deforms, grabs the elastic placement sheet, and stretches it as it returns to its undeformed state. Thus, there are two essential operations: warping determines how the original grid deforms; inverse warping determines how each (x,y) gate location in the original placement is transformed back into a new location.



We note that while the term “gravity” is often abused in the placement literature, the analogy is reasonably good. The placement mass warps the space around it, attracting the underlying control points so as to spread out the placed gates in some optimal way. The gates, however, never move independently: they are each “spots” on the underlying elastic grid we use to model space. We deform this space directly, the placement mass moves as an indirect consequence.
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Figure 3.1: Basic warping concept. (a) An initial quadratic placement. (b) The placement grid itself is deformed, and each cell takes “ownership” of a new set of initially placed gates. (c) Deformation back to the original grid “warps” the gates into new locations. Given just this simple overview, we can immediately see several important properties of grid-warping: • Low-dimensional: The problem we optimize is how to deform the control points on the grid. Thus, the number of degrees of freedom of this optimization task is both small, and rather loosely coupled to the size of the netlist. Indeed, we can use the exact same formulation for 1,000 gates or 100,000 gates. • Flexibly nonlinear: Given that the size of the nonlinear problem is modest, we have significant engineering choice in the form of the geometric warping transformations, and the overall objective function. In particular, since we are not restricted to a quadratic form (either classical [57], [35] or generalized [8], [9]) we can directly optimize metrics regarded as mathematically difficult, for example, exact half-perimeter wirelength. • Expensive objective function: The grid warping itself is a problem with a modest number of variables. However, each step of the nonlinear warping optimization must recalculate the objective function, which
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CHAPTER 3. GRID WARPING: CELL-LEVEL PLACEMENT requires a full, flat evaluation of, for example, the global wirelength and local congestion. The essential tradeoff of grid-warping is to rely on the solution of a “small” nonlinear problem which has a “large” cost function that may be evaluated many times. As we shall see, this turns out to be an attractive tradeoff.



• Locality preserving: A critical problem in most placers is how not to separate gates that want to be nearby, while enforcing legalization constraints. Our “spots on an elastic sheet” model is intrinsically quite good on this metric, since it is the space itself that deforms, and gates cannot move independently. Of course, this is both a blessing and a curse. We often need the gates to move independently, to decongest a local hot spot, and this turns out to be a particular challenge in the design of the geometric warping transformations.



To expand briefly on this last point, the illustration of Figure 3.1 is a good conceptual model of grid-warping, and it was actually the implementation strategy proposed by Fowler in the very first grid warping attempts in [22]. However, this formulation proves to be a poor model for the actual warping transformations; the warping placer of [22] was always significantly inferior on wirelength, compared to successful placers. The need for nearby gates to be able to separate more independently is a significant problem in this model, one we solve in our own work with a much different warping formulation. Nevertheless, the idea of a sheet of “unit” cells deforming to “acquire” new sets of gates, then “dragging” them back to their original home location, is a good mental model for the main idea of grid-warping.
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Detailed Formulation



In this section, we work step by step through all the details of our new formulation for an effective grid-warping placer.



3.3.1



Quadratic Initial Placement



To put the initial “spots on the elastic sheet”, we use a standard quadratic analytical placement formulation.



A circuit netlist is represented as a weighted hyper-graph, with m = |M | vertices corresponding to n = |N | gates and hyper-edges corresponding to signal nets. Initial placement seeks to assign all m movable gates of the design onto legal locations in a fixed-size two-dimensional layout region. Pad constraints fix the locations of certain vertices, while all others remain movable. Each net n is a set of pins and has a weight wn . For each gate i, two variables (xi , yi ) represent the x- and y-coordinates, respectively, of the center of the cell. As usual, a net connecting k gates yields a clique in the graph. A weight factor 1/(k − 1) is used to prevent large nets from dominating the objective function.



We place to minimize squared Euclidean wirelength, so the distance between two connected gates i and j is:



(xi − xj )2 + (yi − yj )2



(3.1)



The two-dimensional problem is decomposed into independent horizontal and vertical placements; each minimizes the classical quadratic form:



1 T x Ax + bT x + const 2



(3.2)
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where A is a symmetric and positive definite m×m matrix representing weighted connectivity, b is an m-dimensional vector representing fixed pad locations, and x (or y) is an m-dimensional vector representing the coordinates to be solved for. This has the familiar optimal solution:



x = A−1 b



(3.3)



obtainable via pre-conditioned Conjugate Gradients.



A common optimization here is linear reweighting [48] to better approximate a linear, rather than quadratic wirelength. This requires a sequence of additional linear solves (typically 


3.3.2



Grid Warping with a Slicing-Style Unit Grid



The illustration of Fowler’s model of grid warping in Figure 3.1 is a good starting point for how to formulate effective warping, but as we discovered, it has some significant limitations [63]. Let us first describe the advantages of this approach. The idea is to impose a regular unit grid on the surface of the placement, and regard the (x, y) intersections of the gridlines inside the placement, and at its periphery, as movable control points. Our goal is to arrange these control points under some suitable objective function so that an inverse warping transformation will “pull” an appropriate set of gates back to each original unit
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Figure 3.2: Example warping from uniform 4 × 4 unit grid.



cell’s location, and arrange these gates suitably inside each unit cell.



Fowler [22] used ideas from quadratic placement to formulate this problem: regard each control point as a movable object, and each edge between control points as a quadratic spring. Optimization re-weights each spring, thus changing the placement of the control points after a standard quadratic placement solve. Thus, an outer nonlinear optimization loop adjusts the weights on the edges, while an inner quadratic loop solves for the locations of the control points after each weight perturbation, and computes the appropriate gate location changes under some as-yet-to-be-described warping transformation. This problem is easy to formulate, and has attractive complexity: a k × k unit grid has 2(k + 1)2 control points to be solved for, driven by changes in the weights on 2k(k + 1) edges. A 4 × 4 grid, for example, creates a 40-variable nonlinear optimization (See Figure 3.2).



Another attractive feature of this formulation is that the placement surface is guaranteed to be partitioned into a set of equivalence classes-deformed unit grid cells-that are each a convex quadrilateral (or, at worst, a degenerate triangle
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Figure 3.3: The placement before and after mapping - The left picture shows the warped grid with all the points at their original locations. The right picture shows the grid is mapped back to a uniform grid and all the points are mapped to their new locations. [63]; see Figure 3.2). Transformation from one convex quadrilateral to another is a well-studied problem in computer graphics [23] and we can exploit any of several existing options for the required inverse warping transformation (see Figure 3.3).



What, then, is the problem? The problem, surprisingly, is that this formulation of the elastic grid is “too” continuous. It is extremely difficult for two points placed close together to move in opposite directions. This is essential for the unfortunately common case in Figure 3.4, where the initial placement mass is a highly eccentric ellipse with its major axis at a large angle to the coordinate axes. Nearby gates may warp into adjacent unit cells, but be required to move in opposite directions. This uniform 4-connected mesh model is poor at supporting such “shearing” motions during placement. Implementations based solely on such a grid model perform poorly on wirelength [63].



There is a simple and elegant modification to the basic unit grid that rectifies the problem. We impose now a 2k × 2k grid, but regard the grid lines as a set
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Figure 3.4: Uniform warping grid poorly handles the eccentric, off-axis placement mass; adjacent gates cannot easily shear in opposite directions.



Figure 3.5: (a) 4 × 4 unit grid. (b) 4 × 4 grid after warping. (c) Optimization variables labeled for 2 × 2 slicing grid. of conventional slicing cuts, as from a slicing tree [42]. Figure 3.5 shows the idea, with slight dis-locations of the grid edges added to explicitly highlight the slicing structure. More importantly, given a fixed horizontal /vertical ordering for the cuts (i.e., first cut top-to-bottom), it is also simple to allow the slices to be arbitrary oblique cuts, as in Figure 3.5(b). We need exactly 2 variables to describe each cut-line, and these can be specified as relative fractional-valued distances in [0, 1] along the edges of the parent region being sliced. Orthogonal cuts yield rectangular regions, oblique cuts yield quadrilateral regions, and we
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again divide the space into an equivalence partition of convex quadrilaterals. The 2 × 2 case, with exactly 6 optimization variables, appears in Figure 3.5(c). The 2k × 2k slicing-style unit grid requires 2(4k − 1) variables. Thus, the 4 × 4 grid requires only 30 variables whose values are to be optimized. Extending the ideas in [22], we shall solve for these with a novel nonlinear formulation, described in the next two sections.



3.3.3



Grid Warping Unit-Cell Transformation



Our next task is actually to warp the space, thereby allowing each unit cell in the grid to move to overlap and “acquire” a new set of gates. Warping is physically a three-step process: 1. First, we change the location of each cutline in the slicing-style unit grid, allowing each unit cell to deform and overlap different gates; 2. Second, we map all the gates newly overlapped back to a new location inside the un-deformed original unit cell; 3. Third, we recalculate an objective that measures how well the gates have rearranged themselves.



Thus, the next problem is the geometry of how one unit cell is warped.



The solution is shown in Figure 3.6. The computer graphics literature is rich with examples of ways to transform between a convex quadrilateral and a unit square, e.g. [23]. Fowler obtained the best results with an inverse bilinear transform [63]. Bilinear mapping [23] is a simple, proportional geometric transform, commonly defined as a mapping of a square into a quadrilateral. The forward transform preserves lines which are horizontal or vertical in the source square,
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Figure 3.6: Transforming an “acquired” gate at (x, y) in a warped unit cell back to location (u, v) inside the original unit cell via inverse bilinear transform.



and preserves equispaced points along such lines. We actually need the inverse bilinear mapping to map back from our warped unit cell to the uniform grid. The inverse mapping can be derived by solving two simple quadratic equations, as in Figure 3.6.



One implementation detail worth noting is how we efficiently determine which gates are “acquired” by each warped cell, as optimization deforms each unit grid. Given that we expect a large number of gates, and a large number of evaluations of our overall objective function, this must be done very efficiently. We use a modified scanline algorithm [15] to associate each placed gate with the unique warped unit cell that overlaps it. The edges of the warped cells determine the boundaries of each unique warping transformation; we treat them as the edges of a polygon, labeled so that we can always tell “inside” and “outside”. We
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could use a conventional scanline and add each individual gate location, as well as the warped unit cell edges, to the algorithm, and advance the scanline gate by gate. This is, however, much too inefficient, especially since we have many gates, but a relatively small number of grid edges. Hence, we partition the placement into yet another grid we refer to as the source grid. We use the block-oriented scanline from [63] which advances row-by-row up the grid, and visits the gates grid by grid, left to right across the columns. The basic idea is that many of these source grid cells will be completely contained in one warped unit cell, and so we know we can apply the same inverse bilinear transform to each gate. Only a relatively small number of source grid cells will actually cross the edge of a warped cell, and so only those cells require the detailed process of discerning exactly which side of the cutline edge they belong to, and thus which inverse bilinear transform to apply to map each gate back to some original unit grid.



3.3.4



Warping Objective Function and Optimizer Engine



We now know how to represent the placement space as a slicing-style unit grid, and that this grid can be deformed by specifying the values of a modest number of variables (e.g., 6 for a 2 × 2 grid, 30 for a 4 × 4 grid, etc.). We now need to choose an objective function to optimize, and a nonlinear solution method.



For the solver itself, we use a classical Brent-Powell engine, in the style of [55]. The choice is motivated by the fact that our problems are small, and we lack derivatives or, indeed, guarantees of continuity of any objective function, given the discrete nature of the warping process. A small change in the variables specifying the location/orientation of each slicing cutline can change the shape and location of the deformed quadrilateral of each warped unit cell, which in turn can add or remove any number of discrete gates from this cell. A derivative-free optimizer is a good choice here, and we find the basic Brent-Powell formulation
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performs well, even though it is only a local optimizer. We start the optimization with each cutline variable set to value 0.5, i.e., with a perfectly uniform grid of unit cells. The engine converges to a good nearby local optimum, usually making several thousand calls to the objective function.



Powell is an algorithm that minimizes a given m dimensional cost function by minimizing along specified direction vectors. So given a starting solution (a set of weights in our case) and a direction vector, Powell calls a line minimization algorithm (to be discussed momentarily), and when it returns, Powell has an improved m dimensional solution. This process repeatedly continues, minimizing the cost function through all of the m direction vectors until the relative decrease in the cost function is minimal.



The choice of direction vectors is key in minimizing the number of calls to the line minimization algorithm, since we want to minimize in the direction that is most beneficial. Simply put, we want to take a few large steps instead of several small ones. Initially the direction vectors are unit vectors because we do not know, or wish to calculate, gradients. During the execution of the algorithm these directions are selectively replaced. It seems counterintuitive, but after each cycle through the direction vectors, the direction providing the largest decrease is replaced by the average of all the directions. The idea is that this direction will be a major component of the average; so replacing it will reduce the linear dependencies of the set.



The line minimization algorithm used by Powell is called Brent’s method [55]. It is a one-dimensional search trying to accelerate classical golden selection search using inverse parabolic interpolation. The golden selection search is a well-known iterative search algorithm that brackets a local minimum with three
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Figure 3.7: One-dimension Search: This figure is from [55]. This search brackets a local minimum with three points and repeats the process to find the local minimum.



points. With each iteration it closes in on the bracketed minimum until the window is sufficiently small (please refer to Figure 3.7). Brent’s method attempts to find the minimum in only one iteration by finding the minimum of a parabola that has been fitted to these three points. If the parabola is an accurate model of the given cost function, then it has succeeded in finding the minimum quickly; otherwise it resorts to the golden selection search algorithm.



For the objective function, we use a weighted linear combination of wirelength and grid capacity. Here, we can see again one of the advantages of using a nonlinear optimization to evolve the placement: we can use any well-behaved functional form:



Cost = W irelength + W × CapacityP enalty



(3.4)



We use half-perimeter for the wirelengh, and a penalty function formulation for the capacity that reuses the source grid mentioned earlier. Each source cell ij contributes a penalty Cij based on whether the number of gates mapped to its
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region exceeds a specified capacity (the total number of gates m divided by the number of source cells |C|; call this k). Let mij be the number of gates in cell ij, then:



0 Cij = (mij − k)2 M + (mij − k)2



if : mij ∈ [0.95k, 1.05k] if : mij ∈ [0.85k, 0.95k] ∪ [1.05k, 1.15k]



(3.5)



otherwise



In our first version of the cost function [64], regions with far too many, or too few gates, always incur a large baseline penalty (M ) which grows as demand differs from capacity. However, as we near the capacity, the penalty is moderated, and within 5% of the correct capacity, it vanishes. Warping deforms space so that, after each gate is mapped to its new location, each unit grid has roughly the same number of gates in it, while striving to ensure the wirelength is not too compromised. In the revised version of the function in equation 3.5, we removed the two-sided version (the “bathtub” function shape) of the constraint, and allowed regions to be substantially under-capacity. The reason, we discovered, is that in many real layouts, there are significant regions of low utilization, especially when macrocells are present. The two-sided version of the constraint is too limiting in these cases.



3.3.5



Decomposition and Recursion



Grid-warping still relies on recursive decomposition, since we need to keep the size of the warping grid small enough for quick nonlinear optimization. Thus, each cell in the slicing-style unit grid becomes a new problem for placement by grid-warping. We typically use either a 2 × 2 or a 4 × 4 slicing-style unit grid
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Figure 3.8: Example placement snapshot after recursive decomposition. for warping.



This means that we need to formulate a way to confine the cells inside each decomposed region, so that we can again run an initial quadratic placement to begin warping each subregion. To do this, we propagate pins from other gates in external regions to the boundary of the region being optimized, using the method from [32]. Roughly speaking, we propagate each external gate to the closest point on the boundary of the rectangular region we are optimizing, and proceed forward with optimizing the gates in each region, connected now to new pins on its boundary. Figure 3.8 shows the placement after a few recursive steps.



We also borrow one other technique from prior methods: the use of mincut partitioning to disambiguate gates placed very close to our cutlines [48]. We use the hMetis engine [31] to correctly repartition gates in a thin band near the cutlines, ranging from 10-25% of the dimension of the unit cell. Note that 2 × 2 grid-warping is essentially a quadrisecting cut, albeit one with the twin novelties of cutlines at arbitrary angles, and no requirement that all the cuts meet at a common central point. An advantage of warping is that we free the
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quadrisection (or even higher-dimensional cut) step from the artificial constraint that each cut is axis parallel. Quadratic placement certainly does not arrange gate clusters so that they form perfect axis-parallel rectangular blocks, and we see no reason to assume that the recursive balancing cuts need to be similarly restricted.



3.3.6



Geometric Pre-Conditioning: Pre-Warping



The algorithm as defined so far is complete, but not optimal. Experiments showed that the success of warping is extremely dependent on the density of the initial quadratic placement: a placement with very dense hot-spots and large empty regions are quite difficult to warp to achieve a more uniform distribution of gates across the chip surface. This is, in fact, another reason why we avoid linear reweighting, which tends to cluster gates during initial placement even more densely than a pure quadratic metric.



The solution is a special geometric pre-conditioning step called pre-warping in [22]. The idea is simple: we compute a non-uniform gridding such that each grid row and column has the same number of gates, and use this to spread the gates more uniformly, and later rely on warping to repair any artifacts we introduce.



To build a non-uniform P × P grid, the placement surface is swept twice. First, it is swept from left to right, calculating the width of each grid column as the distance swept until the next 1/P of the total gate area has been seen. For example, if this grid is 20 × 20, each step sweeps a sorted list of the gates until the next 1/20th of the gate area has been seen. This process is repeated, except now sweeping from top to bottom. The result is the nonuniform grid shown in Figure 3.9(left). We then simply linearly stretch each row and column of this nonuniform grid, and the gates therein, to make it uniform, as in Figure
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3.9(right). As originally observed in [22], this is fast, and surprisingly effective.



Figure 3.9: Pre-warping the initial quadratic placement with a 20 × 20 nonuniform gridding.



Figure 3.10: Progress through grid-warping flow for top-level for the ibm06 benchmark, using an 8 × 8 pre-warp grid, and a 4 × 4 unit slicing grid for warping.
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Figure 3.11: Progress of warping as measured by cost function components in Powell outer optimization loop for ibm06 benchmark using a 2 × 2 warping grid. Warping makes 5468 total calls to the cost function.



3.4



Preliminary Experimental Results



We have implemented these ideas into a prototype placer called WARP1. In contrast to the early prototype in [22], our improved formulation in WARP1 is actually competitive with several modern placers. With all the steps of our algorithm defined, we first show a few isolated WARP1 examples to give a better sense of just how grid-warping works. Figure 3.10 shows several snapshots of the progress of top-level warping for the ibm06 benchmark from [5], using a 4×4 warping grid. Figure 3.11 shows the cost function as the nonlinear optimization runs at top-level for the same benchmark using a 2 × 2 grid. As we can see, warping arranges the gates in a more uniform way (better congestion) while minimally degrading the wirelength. This proves to be a good tradeoff, and sets up the recursive decomposition to repeat the process in each warped unit cell.



Table 3.2 shows detailed quantitative comparisons between WARP1 and several state-of-the-art published placers. We use the ISPD 1998 benchmarks from [5] (ranging from roughly 10,000 to 200,000 gates, Table 3.1 shows the characteristics of this suite of benchmarks.) with 10% total white-space, uniform cell
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sizes, no routing channels, and random pad locations. We run on a 1.6 GHz Linux machine. Following [8], we also use Domino [16] for final legalization after warping placement.



Although WARP1 was our first complete warping prototype, our results were entirely competitive with several more mature placement engines. In particular, WARP1 averages 4% less wirelength than GORDIAN-L-DOMINO ([48], [16]) running in its maximum quality mode (with several reweighting steps [48]), and runs roughly 40% faster. As expected, we do a bit better against Capo [7], though we are slower than this very fast mincut engine; similarly, we do slightly less well than the Dragon annealing placer [62], though roughly 4× faster.



Another promising observation is that, unlike other placers, WARP1 results are consistently superior to GORDIANL on every benchmark in the ISPD98 suite,



Ibm01 Ibm02 Ibm03 Ibm04 Ibm05 Ibm06 Ibm07 Ibm08 Ibm09 Ibm10 Ibm11 Ibm12 Ibm13 Ibm14 Ibm15 Ibm16 Ibm17 Ibm18



# MODULES 12506 19342 22853 27220 28146 32332 45639 51023 53110 68685 70152 70439 83709 147088 161187 182980 184752 210341



# NETS 14111 19584 27401 31970 28446 34826 48117 50513 60902 75196 81454 77240 99666 152772 186608 190048 189581 201920



# I/O PADS 246 259 283 287 1201 166 287 286 285 744 406 637 490 517 383 504 743 272



# PINS 50566 81199 93573 105859 126308 128182 175639 204890 222088 297567 280786 317760 357075 546816 715823 778823 860036 819697



Table 3.1: ISPD 1998 benchmark characteristics [5].
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Benchmark



IBM01 IBM02 IBM03 IBM04 IBM05 IBM06 IBM07 IBM08 IBM09 IBM10 IBM11 IBM12 IBM13 IBM14 IBM15 IBM16 IBM17 IBM18 Ratio



Warp1/ Domino Wire- CPU length Time 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00



Gordian-L/ Domino Wire- CPU length Time 1.00 1.10 1.08 1.79 1.04 1.46 1.02 1.05 1.01 2.88 1.04 1.92 1.06 1.18 1.03 1.73 1.02 1.15 1.03 1.01 1.02 1.15 1.03 1.08 1.03 1.22 1.04 1.13 1.04 1.14 1.05 1.25 1.04 1.40 1.05 1.67 1.04 1.41
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Capo 8.8 Wirelength 1.04 1.06 1.05 1.06 1.01 1.15 1.03 1.03 1.00 1.04 1.03 1.06 1.03 1.03 1.04 1.06 1.04 1.04 1.05



CPU Time 0.43 0.44 0.50 0.39 0.67 0.46 0.40 0.27 0.36 0.29 0.39 0.33 0.38 0.29 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.30 0.38



Dragon 3.01 Wirelength 0.99 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.95 1.04 0.95 0.92 0.97 0.96 0.93 0.95 0.97 0.98 0.94 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.96



CPU Time 5.82 4.83 4.34 5.24 11.30 6.51 2.75 3.55 4.07 3.12 3.34 3.45 3.16 2.02 2.01 2.04 4.19 3.34 4.17



Table 3.2: Placement results comparing Warp1 with Gordian, Capo, and Dragon. All results have been normalized to Warp1.
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without use of any linear reweighting [48].



3.5



Optimization



To improve both wirelength and runtime, we tried several basic improvements to our core wirelength-only formulation of grid warping, and some of which offer useful improvements. We describe and show these techniques here inside this section.



3.5.1



Net Model



Recall the standard quadratic analytical placement formulation we described in section 3.3.



1 T x Ax + bT x + const 2



(3.6)



where A is a symmetric and positive definite m×m matrix representing weighted connectivity, b is an m-dimensional vector representing fixed pad locations, and x (or y) is an m-dimensional vector representing the coordinates to be solved for. This has the familiar optimal solution:



x = A−1 b



(3.7)



To get the optimal solution, people use methods like Conjugate Gradient to minimize Eqn. 3.6, which yields the system of linear equations:



Ax = b



(3.8)



Since matrix A is sparse, symmetric and positive definite, we solve Eqn. 3.8 by
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Figure 3.12: Clique model & star model. (a) Left: Clique model produces 16 non-zero entries; (b) Right: Star model produces 13 non-zero entries.



the pre-conditioned Conjugate Gradient method with the Incomplete Cholesky Factorization of matrix A as the preconditioner. The runtime of this method is directly proportional to the number of non-zero entries in matrix A. This in turn is equal to the number of two-pin nets in the circuit. Hence, it becomes imperative to choose a good net model so as to have minimal non-zero entries in the matrix A.



In the quadratic formulation (Eqn. 3.6), the clique model is the traditional model used in analytical placement algorithms. However, a superior alternative has recently been suggested. For their FastPlace placer, Viswanathan and Chu [59] prove the equivalence of a hybrid net model, which uses cliques for small nets, and stars–which decompose into just a linear number of 2-terminal connections–just for large nets 1 .



This is illustrated in Figure 3.12. In other words, for a k-pin net of weight W , if we set the weight of the two-pin nets included, to rW in the clique model 1 They show that the clique model is equivalent to the star model in quadratic placement if net weights are set appropriately. It follows that the clique, star and Hybrid net models are all equivalent. The proof can be found in [59], we show the LEMMA and THEOREM here.



LEMMA 1. For any net in the star model, the star node under force equilibrium is at the center of gravity of all pins of the net. THEOREM 1. For a k-pin net, if the weight of the two-pin nets introduced is set to Wc in the clique model and kWc in the star model, the clique model is equivalent to the star model in quadratic placement.
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and krW in the star model for any r, the clique model is equivalent to the star model. In their algorithm, they set r to 1/(k − 1), use the star model for nets with four or more pins and use the clique model for nets with two or three pins. In the star model, for each net with more than four pins, an additional variable is introduced. Though this leads to more variables in the connectivity matrix A, the total number of non-zero entries in the matrix is greatly decreased. They demonstrated that over the ISPD-02 benchmarks, the Hybrid model leads to 2.95× fewer non-zero entries in matrix A as compared to the clique model, and on average, the total runtime of the placer is 1.5× lesser.



Following this idea, we replaced the clique net model by the hybrid net model in our grid-warping algorithm. As expected, the quadratic solve step achieved a speedup of approximately 2. But for the global quadratic solve in the second recursive layer and after, since we use center of gravity constraints to confine the movement of cells inside each subregion, the corresponding formulation is changed and the connectivity matrix is not sparse any longer ([35], [61]). We found using the hybrid net model did not improve the runtime. However, in the new re-warping stage (described next) which locally improves the wirelength, many local quadratic solves are exploited. In each of these solves, the hybrid model is used to gain the speedup without sacrifice of performance.



3.5.2



Rewarping



Since grid-warping keeps the size of the warping grid small enough for quick nonlinear optimization, it still relies on recursive decomposition. This necessarily involves some loss of optimality for the global solution. To compensate, we introduce a new stage after each recursive layer, inspired by the local improvement step in Vygen’s [61]. In our placer, we call this re-warping .
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Figure 3.13: Re-warping: (a) Top: Loop over all 2x2 windows (b) Bottom Left: Quadratic program for this sub-region (c) Bottom Right: Re-warp this sub-region



The idea is: at the end of each recursion layer (after the quadratic placement, the subsequent warping process and the partitioning improvement in this layer is done), we apply the following procedure to each 2×2-subgrid of the current grid. (An n×n-grid contains (n−1)2 2×2-subgrids.) All the cells belonging to the four respective sub-grids need to be re-placed together again. A quadratic placement of just these cells is performed, with all the other cells outside the four respective sub-grids propagated to the boundary of the four sub-grids and without the center-of-gravity constraints. The cells inside may move freely within the union of the four sub-grids. Then–in contrast to [61]–a warping step is applied to just this window, yielding a new assignment of the cells to the four regions. Finally, mincut partitioning is used to reassign the cells near the cutlines. If the new assignment of cells produces a placement better than the original one in terms of weighted wire-length, it will be accepted. Otherwise the old placement is restored. Figure 3.13 illustrates the idea; Algorithms 1, 2 give details (Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15).



This stage loops over all possible windows, and we try this stage twice with the
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Figure 3.14: Algorithm1, Grid-warping with an added re-warping stage.



Figure 3.15: Algorithm2, Re-warping stage. same order: from left to right, from top to bottom. There are, however, two exceptions: 1. For the first recursive layer in a grid-warping formulation, all the gates are divided and placed into just four subgrid cells. Therefore re-warping is not needed until we decompose further. 2. After for the final recursive layer of grid warping is completed, we do
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Figure 3.16: Cost-Runtime curves of grid-warping vs. grid-warping with rewarping. no re-warping, and rely instead on the fact that this placement will be fed directly into a final legalization engine to yield a legal row-structured placement.



Since the re-warping stage has the ability to fix some of the inferior decisions in grid-warping stage, we can terminate each higher level grid-warping optimization once we get a relatively good solution i.e., we loosen the convergence tolerance on this optimization, shorten the runtime, and enter the re-warping stage. As we shall see next, the complexity of re-warping for each sub-region is low compared with the overall placement, and allows spending less time in each top-level warping optimization (see Figure 3.16).



3.5.3



On “Higher Dimensional” Warping



We pause here to revisit the geometric structure of the core of our nonlinear warping process. Fowler’s original vision [22] was for warping to accomplish a fairly high-dimensional partitioning of the initial QP, e.g, 5 × 5 or 8 × 8 or even 10 × 10 partitions, using the unit-grid mesh-based warping architecture of Figures 3.2 and 3.3. Fowler’s warping model was never effective at wirelength minimization, and we replaced it with a much more successful slicing grid formulation. Nevertheless, we too harbored the hope that the formulation might
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Figure 3.17: The 2 × 2-window and 3 × 3-window in BonnPlace. (This Figure is from [6])



support higher dimensional partitions than classical bipartition or quadrisection schemes. Our experiments, which we discuss in more detail in this section, show this not to be the case.



Our experiments consistently show that the 2 × 2 warping scheme outperforms the 4 × 4 warping scheme. 4 × 4 warping is faster – not a surprise, since the decomposition hierarchy is more shallow, thus we do fewer, bigger placement steps. But wirelength is never better. Our preliminary explanation is that the 2 × 2 scheme is, in the main, doing an excellent job of partitioning. The arbitrary-angle slicing-style cuts allow an exceptionally flexible set of cut decisions, and the Brent-Powell nonlinear optimization formulation means that cut decisions are taken with a very decent estimate of their wirelength impacts, using a realistic half-perimeter wirelength model. (We believe this is why we compare so favorably with other quadratic schemes which have to rely on linear reweighting [48], which we do not implement.) The 4 × 4 scheme, on the other hand, needs not only to partition effectively, but also do something closer to
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“detailed” placement, since the very dense QP cell mass must be stretched out across 16 partition regions. Our current diagnosis is that the geometry of our 4 × 4 warping is too simplistic. In particular, the assumption that the QP needs to be partioned into 16 equal-sized regions seems flawed. We typically see warping solutions in which the regions farthest from the QP center of gravity seem to be “working too hard” to find their assigned 1/16th of the cell mass. Our current prediction is that we need a dynamic partitioning architecture that, for example, determines the proper shape capacity of each of the target regions in a K-way warping, and warps the right fraction of the QP cells into each region.



Given the other unfinished components of our placer – consideration of any timing issues, support for the important mixed-size case – we chose not to pursue this further, since the 2×2 scheme works very well, and the 4×4 schemes works, if not quite so well. However, we did implement one other scheme, based on some very recent ideas from the competing BonnPlace group [6].



Both BonnPlace and Warp use the local improvement window ideas from Vygen’s placer [61]. BonnPlace calls this step repartitioning, we call it re-warping. During the global placement, the placement of the circuits is improved by the Repartitioning strategy that allows circuits to leave their windows. In a repartitioning step, BonnPlace considers a 2 × 2− or 3 × 3−window (i.e. sets of 4 or 9 regions that form a square, see Figure 3.17), and computes new locations for the circuits in the window by minimizing quadratic netlength. Then, BonnPlace runs the partitioning method on the set of regions in the window (usually the new locations). The algorithm replaces the old placement in that area by this new placement if the netlength has improved. BonnPlace runs such a repartitioning step on each window and repeats the whole loop if it leads to a significant improvement. They say that repartitioning on 2 × 2−windows is faster while
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Figure 3.18: 3 × 2-way grid warping.



the repartitioing on 3 × 3−windows generally produces better results because of the slightly more global view. Their experiments have shown that regarding larger windows than 3 × 3 increases drastically the running time but does not produce better improvements.



We believe the BonnPlace group sees improvement from the 3×3 case because of their unique (and computationally expensive) network-flow based “transportation” step which optimally perturbs the QP solution for wirelength and capacity. Also, 3 × 3 = 9 regions is significantly fewer than 4 × 4 = 16 regions to map to. However, the BonnPlace group also mentions another intriguing option: an asymmetric 3 × 2 partition, which we illustrate in Figure 3.19. The essence of the idea is to find a partition which is finer than 2 × 2, but not as expensive as 3 × 3. The 3 × 2 partition feature on vertical cut, orthogonal to the cell row direction, and then 3 horizontal cuts, parallel to the cell row. The intuition is that is harder to get the vertical cut “right”, but easier to get the row-parallel horizontal cuts “right”, since late local optimization may be able to flip cells between adjacent rows.



Given the fact the 3 × 2 = 6 is not much bigger than 2 × 2 = 4, we decided to try to implement the BonnPlace-style asymmetric partition as a slicing-style warping grid. So we tried to use a 3 × 2−grid in both our grid-warping stage
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Figure 3.19: Six-way grid warping: (1) top-left, a 3 × 2-grid; (2) top-right, the rewarping step; (3) bottom-left, after the second level quadratic placement; (4) bottom-right, final placement after WARP.
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Figure 3.20: Algorithm3, Six-way grid warping. and our re-warping stage. For a 3 × 2−grid, we need 10 variables to formulate the shape of the grid, as illustrated in Figure 3.18. Figure 3.19 shows the intermediate placements of a 6-way grid warping flow. Algorithm 3 gives details of the flow (see Figure 3.20)2 .



Table 3.3 shows the experimental results of our 6-way grid on the ISPD2002 benchmarks. We only show the results on IBM01-IBM14. To our dissapointment, our 6-way grid formulation with a 6-way grid re-warping performs poorly. But our 6-way grid-warping with a 4-way re-warping performs better and our 6-way grid-warping with a 6-way grid-warping followed by a 4-way re-warping performs even better. From the results we can see, our 6-way grid-warping with two 2 × 2−window re-warping passes is on average 2% worse than the results of 2 One thing worth noting here is about the re-warping step after the first grid-warping and before the first level of recursion. After the first grid-warping optimization process is done, all the gates have been assigned into one of the six sub-regions. At this moment, a 2 × 2−window re-warping step can always improve the placement and is thus used. Since using a 3 × 2−window re-warping here will simply redo the first QP and the first grid-warping process again, making no difference with the previous placement, this 2 × 2−window rewarping is used in both cases of the experiments, no matter we use a 2 × 2−re-warping or a 3 × 2−re-warping later.



3.5. OPTIMIZATION Benchmark



IBM01 IBM02 IBM03 IBM04 IBM05 IBM06 IBM07 IBM08 IBM09 IBM10 IBM11 IBM12 IBM13 IBM14 Ratio



3 × 2−grid-warping with two 2 × 2−re-warping passes Wirelength CPU Time 1.03 0.61 1.03 0.68 1.01 0.63 1.02 0.71 1.06 0.76 1.05 0.53 0.99 0.75 0.95 0.75 0.99 0.75 1.06 0.78 1.02 0.76 0.99 0.71 1.03 0.75 1.05 0.55 1.02 0.63



65 3 × 2−grid-warping + two 3 × 2−re-warping passes + two 2 × 2−re-warping passes Wirelength CPU Time 1.02 0.83 1.02 0.93 0.99 0.89 1.01 0.93 1.01 1.00 1.04 0.69 0.96 1.10 0.94 1.06 0.99 1.02 1.04 1.11 0.98 1.11 0.98 1.02 1.01 1.10 1.04 0.76 1.00 0.97



Table 3.3: Placement results comparing Warp1 and 6-way grid warping, all values have been normalized to the results of Warp1.



the 2×2−grid-warping, but runs much faster. And our 6-way grid-warping with two 3 × 2−window re-warping passes followed by another two 2 × 2−window rewarping passes performs as well as our 2×2−grid-warping formulation, and runs a little faster. Overall the quality has not been improved much. If given more re-warping passes with different grid sizes, we have the potential to outperform the old 2 × 2−grid formulation, but this is at the expense of more run-time.



For the remainder of the thesis, we will rely on the basic 2 × 2 grid warping scheme. We remain somewhat disappointed in the failure of the higher dimensional schemes to provide much advantage. This seems a good topic for further research; it may well be that we simply need yet another, very different nonlinear warping geometry. One of the attractive features of the grid-warping concept is that the process of “stretching” the elastic placement sheet can be
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accomplished in many different ways. We do not claim that our 2 × 2 scheme is the last word on this subject.



3.6



Final Results



WARP2 is an implementation of the two ideas: new net model and re-warping steps, and extends our WARP1 placer from [64] (see Figure 3.21).



Table 3.4 compares results from WARP1 and WARP2. To be compatible with previous results, we use the ISPD98 benchmarks with the same modifications, and run on the same 1.6 GHz LINUX machine as in [64]. We still use DOMINO for final legalization. On average, a re-warping stage gives 2% less wirelength than WARP1 and runs only 4% slower. But after the hybrid net model is



Figure 3.21: The flow of WARP2.



3.6. FINAL RESULTS



Benchmark IBM01 IBM02 IBM03 IBM04 IBM05 IBM06 IBM07 IBM08 IBM09 IBM10 IBM11 IBM12 IBM13 IBM14 IBM15 IBM16 IBM17 IBM18 Ratio
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Warp1/Domino Wirelength 1.35e6 3.18e6 4.10e6 4.80e6 8.31e6 4.75e6 7.61e6 8.64e6 8.51e6 1.36e7 1.25e7 1.72e7 1.53e7 2.87e7 3.62e7 3.72e7 4.96e7 3.73e7 1.00



CPU Time 159.69 298.97 348.41 499.37 363.15 521.68 918.01 1397.28 1211.07 2198.24 1632.94 2184.38 2299.86 5507.48 7500.91 7698.99 7739.09 8570.13 1.00



Warp1 with rewarping/Domino Wirelength CPU Time 0.98 0.95 0.98 1.08 0.95 0.88 0.99 0.80 0.97 1.09 0.97 1.18 0.96 1.03 0.94 0.93 0.94 1.03 1.02 0.85 0.97 1.02 0.99 0.89 1.00 1.02 0.97 1.09 1.00 1.09 1.02 1.21 0.97 1.29 0.97 1.34 0.98 1.04



Warp2/ Domino CPU Time 0.88 0.89 0.74 0.72 0.97 0.88 0.92 0.78 0.90 0.74 0.94 0.78 0.90 1.00 0.95 1.08 1.13 1.18 0.90



Table 3.4: Placement results comparing Warp1 and Warp2, the Wirelength of Warp2/Domino is the same as the Wirelength of Warp1 with rewarping/Domino. The results of Warp1 with rewarping/Domino and Warp2/Domino have been normalized to the results of Warp1/Domino.
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CHAPTER 3. GRID WARPING: CELL-LEVEL PLACEMENT Benchmark IBM04-b IBM07-b IBM10-b IBM17-b IBM18-b Ratio Benchmark IBM04-b IBM07-b IBM10-b IBM17-b IBM18-b Ratio



Gordian-L/Domino Wirelength CPU Time 1.00 1.69 1.03 1.16 1.01 1.45 1.00 1.21 1.05 1.62 1.02 1.43



Capo 8.8 Wirelength CPU Time 1.12 0.61 1.12 0.47 1.06 0.41 1.13 0.28 1.11 0.26 1.11 0.41



mPL4 Wirelength CPU Time 0.98 1.67 1.02 1.16 0.96 1.26 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.87 0.98 1.19



Dragon 3.01 Wirelength CPU Time 0.95 4.63 0.98 2.84 0.95 3.88 1.00 3.48 0.99 2.81 0.97 3.53



Table 3.5: Placement results comparing Warp2 with Gordian, Capo, mPL and Dragon, all values are normalized with respect to Warp2/Domino. So every Wirelength and CPU Time of Warp2/Domino has a value of 1.00 in this table, the actual value of Warp2/Domino can be found in Table 3.4. also incorporated, the new placer - WARP2 - averages 10% less runtime than WARP1 with 2% less wirelength.



We also run WARP2 on the ISPD98 benchmarks with some small differences (e.g., pad locations and channel spacings [64], [12], [66]) and compared it with several state-of-the-art published placers. We perform these experiments on a 2.0 GHz LINUX machine. Table 3.5 shows the results on this suite of benchmarks, now all normalized to the WARP2 results.



From the results showed in Table 3.5 we can see, WARP2 outperforms GORDIANL/DOMINO ([48], [16]) in both wirelength and runtime. And we are 11% better than Capo [7] in wirelength, though we are 2.44 times slower. We do only 3% less well than the Dragon placer [62], but 3.53 times faster. And compared to mPL4 ([8], [9]), we are 2% behind in wirelength with 19% better run-time. Note
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that we still use DOMINO as the final legalizer.



3.7



Summary



In this chapter, we described the motivation and the basic approach of gridwarping. Then we walked through the detailed formulation of our grid-warping algorithm. Grid-warping is a new placement algorithm based on a simple idea: rather than move the gates to optimize their location, we elastically deform a model of the 2-D chip surface on which the gates have been roughly placed, “stretching” it until the gates arrange themselves to our liking. Deforming the elastic grid is a simple, low-dimensional nonlinear optimization, and augments a traditional quadratic formulation. Our final implementation of these ideas, the WARP2 placer, is extremely competitive with several other published placers.



Several options to optimize the algorithm were tried in our formulation. A more efficient net model and an integrated local improvement (“rewarping”) step were successfully incorporated into our algorithm, while our experiments with higher dimensional warping (e.g., 4 × 4 and 3 × 2) did not bring improvement to the quality. In following chapters, we will show our first timing-driven grid-warping formulation, based on slack-sensitivity net weighting; and our mixed-size gridwarping formulation.
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Chapter 4



Grid Warping: Elementary Timing-driven Flow Timing is very critical for placement algorithms. Existing timing-driven algorithms can be placed into two categories: path-based and net-based. Path-based algorithms generally have untenable complexity, given large designs with millions of cells. Net-based approaches adaptively assign higher weights to the more timing critical nets and use several iterations to improve timing. To minimize the number of these expensive iterations, an effective net weight assignment is critical.



The ability of analytical placers to respond globally to such weight changes is one of their most attractive features; the approach works well in practice [58]. However, the critical question for any analytical placer is how to use net weighting information outside of the core quadratic placement step. Grid-warping relies less on repeated large linear solves and min-cut partition improvement than most analytical placers: the nonlinear warping optimization is vital to the qual71



72CHAPTER 4. GRID WARPING: ELEMENTARY TIMING-DRIVEN FLOW ity of its final results. How should we use net weights in this unique optimization step?



We describe our timing-driven placement algorithm in this chapter. We first describe the Open Access database and the OpenAccess Gear project which we use as the infrastructure, especially the OA Gear Timer [65], which was written by me on an internship in Cadence Berkeley Labs during the summer of 2004. Then we discuss a timing-driven grid-warping algorithm using net weighting, along with experimental results from a second-generation implementation of these ideas called (timing-driven) WARP2.



4.1 4.1.1



OA Gear Timer Introduction



The physical design research community is highly fragmented. Individual academic tool developers tend to implement their own infrastructure, distinct from other people’s works. For example, different leading-edge academic placement tools are each implemented on their own design database ([7], [27], [62], [33]). Others have also commented on the fragmentation within the physical design community [37].



This deep fragmentation is the root of several problems in physical design research today. First, building the infrastructure requires a significant effort from already busy researchers. At the least, each individual design database requires the development of parsers and translators for processing standard file formats to that database. Second, without common infrastructure, it becomes difficult to integrate tools into larger flows, or to extend tools with additional functionality. As an example, it is difficult to tightly couple a timing engine with a
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placement tool to create a timing-driven placement experiment, if the timer and placer do not share a common design database. Finally, the lack of common infrastructure makes comparison of results between different tools problematic. Both [54] and [37] discuss this particular issue in detail.



The industry-standard OpenAccess (OA) database was developed to provide a common EDA infrastructure for physical design tools [39]. While originally intended for adoption within industry, the release of OA as free open source makes it an ideal candidate for academic use. Moreover, adoption of a common database in the physical design community yields benefits for everyone, minimizing problems of fragmentation, easy result comparison, and the perennial problems of incompatible benchmark formats. However, despite the availability of OA for several years now, new academic tools are still built on top of ad hoc infrastructure.



The main shortcoming of OA in academic research has been the lack of a supporting environment of software components with higher levels of functionality: industrial-strength analysis, easy integration, and visualization. While OA provides extensive support for low-level design database operations, this is of no help for, say, a graduate student researcher looking for a timing engine to plug into a placer. Industrial users could be expected to be able to build their own high-level components on top of OA by themselves, or buy them from other parties, but at the academic level such resources are lacking.



Because of this “infrastructure gap” in OA, Cadence Berkeley Labs has initiated the OpenAccess Gear (OA Gear) project. OA Gear aims to provide an open source development which EDA designers, both in academia as well as in industry, can use to extend or improve their own work.



74CHAPTER 4. GRID WARPING: ELEMENTARY TIMING-DRIVEN FLOW As of 2005, OA Gear consists of four components: • Static timing analyzer (OA Gear Timer) • User interface (OA Gear Bazaar) • Benchmarks (free and restricted cases) • Standard cell placer (Capo)



These components were chosen for their perceived utility to the physical design community. OA Gear is written in C++, and runs on any platform on which OA itself is available.



OA Gear was initially released on November 19, 2004. The project home page can be found at [40].



4.1.2



OA Gear Timer



Our particular contribution to the OA Gear effort was the design and implementation of the first version of the OAGear Timer, which we developed in part to address our own need for a good timing engine in our WARP placer. We now describe this work in this section.



Timing is a much-neglected area in academic physical design research, with a lack of generally accepted infrastructure [54]. The essential difficulties are: • Accuracy versus infrastructure effort: At the beginning of a research project, one would like to validate quickly the utility of a new timing idea, without the effort of complete industrial flow integration. Bluntly put, we would prefer not to spend a year integrating the necessary tool infrastructure, only to find out after the fact that our idea does not work.
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We seek to reduce the barriers to experimentation with more realistic technologies, timing models, and flows. • Comparability: We also seek to make it easier to compare “apples to apples” among different research layout tools, as these tools mature and add capabilities. Though much abused and over-interpreted, core area and half-perimeter wirelength are at least reasonably useful as means of comparing layout quality [37]. This is much less true for timing results, which make more serious demands on not only placement, but cell and technology models, routing models, timing verification tools, etc.



Some more mature tools, for instance APlace [27], Capo [7], and Dragon [62], have already made these serious integration efforts, and use a mix of academic (e.g. place, timing optimize, etc.) and commercial flow components (e.g. legalize, global and detailed route, timing analysis). Once in place, such academic/commercial flow “hybrids” can be enormously useful. However, tightly integrating industrial tools into an academic project can be a large task, given the potential differences between the underlying design databases. Interaction with core components may be limited to slow, inefficient file transfers. Finally, use of an industrial analysis tool such as a static timing engine can be problematic when comparing results; as such tools sometimes come with licensing restrictions preventing such comparisons. Our altruistic goal is to provide infrastructure to make future efforts easier, less costly in resources to complete, and moreover, easier to compare across different research groups. Our thesis goal is to provide a good timer for Warp.



Another approach which is sometimes taken in academic projects is to incorporate a static timing engine written specifically for that project; for example [25]



76CHAPTER 4. GRID WARPING: ELEMENTARY TIMING-DRIVEN FLOW and [28] take this approach. Not only is this a work-intensive undertaking, but often such code has very little potential for reuse outside of the original project. Ensuring correctness or fidelity to actual timing results can be difficult, as physical design researchers generally are not interested in learning the finer details of timing analysis. Finally, compatibility with industry standard data formats can also be a significant problem with such an approach. Therefore, OA Gear tries to provide a flexible, shared timing tool to avoid complete reimplementation on a per-project basis.



To address all these concerns, we developed a static timing analysis tool called OA Gear Timer, which is comparable with industrial offerings. A few of the key features of OA Gear Timer are support for industry-standard timing library and constraint file formats, extensible wire delay modeling, and incremental timing analysis capabilities. We can summarize briefly the main features in the following bullets. • Approach: OA Gear Timer follows generally accepted standard techniques for static timing analysis. Arrival and required arrival times and signal slew rates are maintained for all nodes in the circuit. Separate timing figures are kept for rising and falling signals. Internal gate delays utilize the standard interpolated two-dimensional lookup table based on output load and input signal slew rate. • Full timing mode: OA Gear Timer has two modes of operation. Full timing analysis computes and stores the arrival and required arrival times and slew rates for all nodes in the design. Timing queries simply return the stored values for these figures. Under full analysis, if the netlist or delays are changed, the timing for all nodes is fully recomputed. • Incremental timing mode: In contrast, incremental timing uses lazy
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Figure 4.1: Propagation of invalid flags.



evaluation, and only computes timing for a minimal subset of nodes of the design in order to satisfy any timing queries made. Techniques for preventing unnecessary recomputation in incremental timing analysis are well known. We choose a simple approach using invalid flags to indicate when any particular data item is potentially incorrect. When timing for a node is computed, it is cached and the corresponding invalid flag is cleared to mark the validity of the stored value (i.e. a form of memoization).



Whenever a modification is made to the netlist, the arrival times in the transitive fanout of the change become invalid and the appropriate flag is set. The slew is propagated forward from the modification and updated immediately. The required arrival time is marked invalid in the transitive fanin of the nodes right after the modification and of every node in the fanout for which the slew was changed.



Figure 4.1 shows the parts of the netlist for which the slew is updated, for which the arrival time becomes invalid, and for which the required arrival time becomes invalid. Our approach is similar to that of [36] except that



78CHAPTER 4. GRID WARPING: ELEMENTARY TIMING-DRIVEN FLOW we do not attempt to minimize the size of the change region. Invalid flags are simply propagated throughout the entire transitive fanin and fanout of changed nodes. • Wire delay modeling: Both the ability to model delays due to wires and estimation of capacitive wire loading on drivers of nets are critical for timing-driven physical design. Currently there are two wire delay/load models in OA Gear Timer. One simply ignores wire delays, and the other estimates delay and load using the half-perimeter bounding-box as an estimate of routed wirelength. More sophisticated wire delay models require integration with the OA database and can be defined by users through a function callback mechanism. Such user-defined models are then automatically invoked during timing analysis. This flexibility allows arbitrary non-linear models to be added to OA Gear. • Standard file formats: It is vital not to underestimate the frustrations that “yet another file format” creates in most academic research efforts. Thus, OA Gear Timer supports the standard timing library formats offered by Cadence (.tlf) and Synopsys (.lib, “Liberty”). The number of features found in these file formats is large, and we cannot support them all completely. However, there is sufficient support for basic timing analysis, such that useful experiments in physical design (such as timing-driven placement) can be easily performed. For timing constraints, a useful subset of the .sdc file format is supported, sufficient for use in timing-based physical design. .sdc commands which set the clock period create external delays on primary inputs and outputs, set the driving cell for inputs and set load capacitance on outputs are all available. • Reporting: The timing engine can generate human-readable timing reports, in addition to annotating the OA database with timing information.
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Several different reports can be created, including reporting the path having the worst slack in the entire design, reporting the path having the worst slack starting from, ending with, or passing through any given node, and reporting the slacks at all timing endpoints. • Timer-database integration: The OA database does not currently include direct support for timing, so we rely on annotating the database using the OA extensions (appDef) mechanism. Extensions allow objects in the database to be annotated with arbitrary data, so we use this to store the timing information. The instance terminals on all instances in a design are each given an appDef storing a unique timerPoint, a data structure which contains the arrival and required arrival times and slew rate associated with the corresponding instance terminal. To handle storage of internal gate timing arcs, the terminals on all master cells in the standard cell library are each given an appDef storing a timerPointMaster, which is a data structure containing the internal timing arcs associated with the corresponding terminal. OA Gear Timer registers callbacks with the OA database so that, when an element (instance or net) of a design ever changes in the database, OA Gear Timer will automatically be notified, and can then set the invalid flags for the changed nodes and propagate these flags through their fanin and fanout cones as appropriate. This ensures that the timing information/invalid flags are always completely synchronized with the database itself.



The OA Gear Timer has been validated on a variety of public and proprietary benchmarks, and performs well. For example, a full timing analysis of a 50k cell design took less than 1 minute on a 2.0GHz Pentium 4, and only a few seconds



80CHAPTER 4. GRID WARPING: ELEMENTARY TIMING-DRIVEN FLOW to incrementally update timing for a typical single cell change. This is with the simple bounding-box wire delay model; of course, more sophisticated delay models will add to these runtimes. The timer output validates within 1% of Cadence’s commercial RTL signoff timing flow across our initial benchmarking experiments.



There are currently a number of shortcomings of OA Gear Timer which may limit its use in certain cases. For instance, absent are capabilities for analysis across multiple clock domains, accounting for false paths and multi-cycle paths, and handling of transparent latches. Some of these missing features are intended to be addressed in future releases of OA Gear, but for now the current tool is expected to be sufficient to deal with many of the ordinary designs which can be found in academic settings.



4.1.3



OA Gear Benchmarks



Proper algorithm design hinges on having benchmarks available for testing quality of results. However, in many areas of research, especially timing-driven layout, the current sets of public benchmarks are incomplete and often lack useful scale, detailed sizing or pinout information, timing views, and real logical structure/intent. This is unfortunately the case with all the important ISPD placement benchmarks we work to use [65].



Thus, as another part of our collaboration with the OA Gear team, we also helped to set up a new set of benchmarks which were more completely annotated for timing-related research [65]. In particular, these are the benchmarks we shall use for our own work on timing-driven grid-warping. The resulting divided in two categories. One group contains designs and libraries which are freely available for all uses, while the other group contains benchmarks which are
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restricted for use in non-commercial settings only. This distinction was necessary in order to allow OA Gear to be freely distributable. • Freely distributable benchmarks: This benchmark suite is included as a part of the OA Gear distribution; it includes a standard cell library along with the ISCAS89 sequential logic benchmarks. The standard cell library is hypothetical; it does not correspond to any real library or technology process. However, the timing and electrical parameters have been chosen to resemble a typical 250nm process. The ISCAS89 benchmark designs are provided in technology mapped from using the given standard cell library. SIS [53] was used to map the 30 designs in the suite. The characteristics of the largest circuits from the benchmark suite are shown at the top of Table 4.1. These designs are relatively small, yet serve two important purposes. First, they allow new OA Gear users to start working immediately with the toolkit, without having to find suitable benchmarks elsewhere. Second, these designs are used as part of the regression test suite for OA Gear itself.



• Restricted benchmarks: A second set of benchmarks which carry restrictions regarding commercial use is also available in OA format. Because of these restrictions, these benchmarks are not included in OA Gear Type Free



Restricted



Name S13207 S15850 S35932 S38417 S38584 DMA DSP RISC



PIs 32 15 36 29 13 661 575 276



POs 121 87 320 106 278 262 269 351



Instances 2680 4565 11587 14762 12221 24942 24306 45455



Registers 466 540 1728 1463 1292 2073 3550 7590



Table 4.1: OA Gear Benchmarks: Largest ISCAS89 designs (free) and Faraday designs (restricted).



82CHAPTER 4. GRID WARPING: ELEMENTARY TIMING-DRIVEN FLOW directly, but instead are available for download from a separate web site [14]. Table 4.1 (bottom) shows the characteristics for these designs. The restricted benchmarks also include the Generic Standard Cell Library (GSCLib), which is based on a hypothetical 180nm process. The designs for this benchmark suite come from the Faraday Structured ASIC test cases [19].



4.1.4



Experimental Results: Validating the Timer



Using OA Gear Infrastructure to validate and to illustrate the OA Gear Timer and its potential utility, we briefly describe here some experiments using the OA Gear Timer. As a simple design exercise demonstrating some of the capabilities of OA Gear Timer, we look at the problem of buffer insertion for timing improvement. The goal here is to reduce the capacitive loading on gates which lie on the critical path by inserting buffers on the non-critical paths to the point where some other paths becomes critical instead.



Consider the following naive algorithm to find the optimum position for a single buffer:



1. Find the most critical path in the design by evaluating the slack at the primary inputs and registers and traversing the netlist from these points along the timing arcs, following the pins with the worst slack. 2. For each net on the critical path do the following: (a) Sort the sink pins of the net according to the slack in increasing order. Let the sink pins be s1 , ..., sn in this order. See Figure 4.2. (b) For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, insert a buffer which drives the sinks {si , ..., sn } and which is in turn driven by the original driver for the net. Evaluate
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the change in the slack at the driver. Remove the buffer and reconnect the sink pins.



3. Finally, insert the buffer at the position which showed the greatest timing improvement.



This is brute force to be sure, but does give a clear sense of the tools to allow quick experimentation. We implemented this algorithm in two different ways: first, using full timing analysis, so that timing information in the network is completely recomputed for each change to the netlist; second, using the incremental



Figure 4.2: Simple buffer insertion sample. Benchmarks S10 S13207 S15850 S35932 S38417 S38584 Faraday/DMA Faraday/RISC Avg



Full Timing Analysis (s) 0.27 59.50 121.76 2033.80 458.44 437.14 698.85 22189.07



Incremental Timing Analysis (s) 0.16 1.31 3.72 208.02 5.64 3.42 13.14 2664.22



Table 4.2: Simple buffer insertion runtimes.



Speedup 1.69 45.42 32.73 9.78 81.28 127.82 53.18 8.33 51.22
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Table 4.2 compares the runtimes between these implementations; execution was on a 2.0GHz Pentium 4. For this experiment, using incremental timing was on average about 51 times faster than full timing.



4.2



Timing-Driven Grid Warping



Existing approaches to optimize timing in placement can be generally divided into two classes: path-based and net-based. A typical path-based algorithm usually considers complete paths directly during the problem solution, so this class of algorithms usually maintains accurate timing information during optimization. But the complexity of such approaches is untenable for today’s very large ASIC designs. Compared to path-based algorithms, net-based algorithms assign wire length bounds to critical nets or assign higher net weights to the nets on the timing-critical paths. As placement algorithms are often not suited to enforce bounds, the latter approach – net weighting – is the technique most commonly used ([43]). The net weights are iteratively updated after each of (potentially) multiple placement runs. Of course, in a large chip with millions of cells, we strongly prefer not to have to run the complete placement engine more than a few times to find the right timing-based solution. Therefore, an effective net weighting method is critical to the success of timing driven placement algorithms.



We designed a timing-driven version of grid-warping by adopting a recently proposed slack sensitivity model for net weight calculation [45]. A popular way to assign net weight is based on the slack of the net; our ultimate goal is to minimize the worst negative slack (WNS ) for the entire circuit. (Another figure
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of merit (FOM ), defined as the total slack difference compared to a certain slack threshold for all timing end points, is considered to have equivalent importance in [45]; however, we only employ the WNS metric.)



4.2.1



Basic Formulation



We suggest that a timing-driven grid warping placer will use sensitivity-based net weighting to update the weight of each net. The most important questions to answer are exactly where in the warping formulation these net weights appear and whether they need to be transformed in some way across the various internal steps of our placer algorithm. As it turns out, it is very easy to incorporate net weighting to all steps of the warping process: • Initial quadratic placement steps: it is trivial to simply adjust the values in the A matrix to reflect the weights. • Nonlinear warping (and re-warping) steps: although the geometric distortion that warping accomplishes is somewhat subtle, the cost function that warping optimizes is rather straightforward. We minimize a weighted combination of wirelength and capacity penalty (which ensures gates spread out uniformly). Since we adjust weight for complete k-terminal nets, we simply incorporate these weights in the overall wirelength term. Note, however, that in the warping step, we minimize a weighted bounding box wirelength, i.e., a more accurate linear model of wirelength, not a quadratic model. • Partition improvement: net weights are similarly easy to incorporate in the partition improvement step, which helps disambiguate gates placed close to any cut lines. We use hMetis, which easily handles such weighting [31].
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Figure 4.3: Basic flow for timing-driven WARP placer.



Figure 4.4: Algorithm 4, timing-driven WARP.



Algorithm 3 and Figure 4.3 show the overall flow. For efficiency, we run our warping algorithm twice and generate new net weights once. Specifically, we run our wirelength driven WARP2 placer with uniform weights for all nets. Then we run a static timing analysis on the near legal placement (before final legalization) to obtain the slack and wirelength for each net. For each multiplepin net, the bounding box model is used for both the wirelength in placement and the net delay computation in the timer. Finally, after the new weights of all nets are updated, we run our warping placer again, to minimize the total
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weighted wirelength.



4.2.2



Using Slack Sensitivity for Net Weights



For completeness, we review here briefly the slack sensitivity formulation from [45] used in our placer. The slack sensitivity to net weight is defined as:



Slk SW (i) =



∆Slk(i) ∆W (i)



(4.1)



where Slk(i) and W (i) are the slack and weight of net i respectively Since only net i is changed, the slack change of net i comes from the delay change of net i. So,



Slk SW (i) = −



∆T (i) ∆W (i)



(4.2)



where ∆T (i) is the nominal delay change of net i. Naturally, can decompose Eqn. 4.2 into the following two terms.



Slk L SW (i) = −SLT (i)SW (i)



(4.3)



L where SLT (i) is the net delay sensitivity to wire length, and SW (i) is the wire



length sensitivity to net weight:



SLT (i) =



∆T (i) ∆L(i)



(4.4)



L SW (i) =



∆L(i) ∆W (i)



(4.5)



where L(i) is the length for net i. For bounding box model, we have:



T (i) = rcL(i)



(4.6)
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SLT (i) =



∆T (i) = rc ∆L(i)



(4.7)



Following [45], we can obtain for net i the wire length sensitivity to its net weight change as below:



L SW (i) = −L(i)



Wsrc (i) + Wsink (i) − 2W (i) Wsrc (i)Wsink (i)



(4.8)



where W (i) is the initial weight of net i, Wsrc (i) is the total initial weight on the driver cell of net i (the summation of net weights of those nets that intersect with the driver), and Wsink (i) is the total initial weight on the receiver cell of net i.



To use the sensitivity results guide net weight assignment, first of all we need to set a target clock period. Then for those nets with negative slacks, we have:



Slk ∆W (i) = −Slk(i)SW (i)



(4.9)



And we propose that the new weights should be:



W (i) =



Worg (i)



Slk(i) > 0



Worg (i) + ∆W (i)



Slk(i) ≤ 0



(4.10)



In the real assignment process, we linearly scale W (i) to keep it in an empirically reasonable finite range [10, 60] for every circuit.



4.3. TIMING-DRIVEN PLACEMENT RESULTS
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Timing-Driven Placement Results



Let us now look at some preliminary experimental results for timing-driven placement. We added timing-driven grid-warping to the improved WARP2 engine already described in this section. The high-level flow is as in Algorithm 3. We first run WARP2 with all net weights equal to 10. Then we run the OA Gear Timer to perform static timing analysis. Then we use the method described in section 4.2 to generate new net weights.



For the benchmarks, we use the new netlists provided by OA Gear in native OA format ([66], [40]). This suite includes a standard cell library along with the ISCAS89 sequential logic benchmarks. The cell library is hypothetical, but the timing and electrical parameters have been chosen to resemble a typical 250nm process. Table 4.3 shows the characteristics of some selected benchmarks in this suite. Table 4.4 compares the results from the wirelength-only version of WARP2 with the final timing-driven version of WARP2.



Since we can not yet compare against other timing-driven placement algorithms on these benchmarks, we only compare the WNS and total wirelength of our wirelength-only WARP2 with our timing-driven WARP2. We first run the wirelength only WARP, then after warping placement, before legalization, we evaluate the clock period using the timer. Then we see if we can shorten this clock



Design S13207 S15850 S35932 S38417 S38584



Cells 2680 4565 11587 14762 12221



Nets 2753 4600 11910 14838 12290



PIs 32 15 36 29 13



POs 121 87 320 106 278



Registers 466 540 1728 1463 1292



Table 4.3: Benchmark Sizes and Characteristics.
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S1423 S1488 S1494 S5378 S9234 S13207 S15850 S35932 S38417 S38584 Ratio



Clock Period Target (ns) 4.33 1.75 1.75 2.42 2.85 3.66 4.75 2.42 3.75 3.75



Wirelength-only Warp2/Domino WireWNS CPU length Time (s) 22266.6 -0.18088 3.43 23262.1 -0.07757 2.98 24142.8 -0.15442 1.99 68706.5 -0.09576 7.72 49630.7 -0.12586 9.47 115918 -0.11002 39.95 194839 -0.24589 52.40 566025 -0.09083 590.84 697415 -0.19155 422.72 619260 -0.05733 315.59 1.00 1.000 1.00



Timing-driven Warp2/Domino WireWNS CPU length Time 2.83% 20.4% 1.68 -1.22% 8.7% 1.27 6.01% 5.9% 1.92 2.40% 48.3% 1.34 2.00% 17.3% 1.14 -3.02% 31.7% 1.36 -4.10% 18.4% 1.60 0.70% 97.0% 1.47 7.33% 17.3% 1.42 -1.99% 100.0% 1.48 1.09% 36.5% 1.47



Table 4.4: Placement results comparing Wirelength-only Warp2 against Timingdriven Warp2, the results of Timing-driven Warp2 (wirelgnth increase and WNS improvement) have been normalized to the results of Wirelength-only Warp2.



period by 5-6%. This is the new speed target. For example, in s1423, the original clock period is 4.51 ns, so we set the target to be 4.33 ns. We can see that our algorithm performs well on this relatively small suite of benchmarks. On average, the timing-driven version of the placer improves the WNS by about 36.5% (given the clock period targets specified in the table), with only a very small percentage of wirelength increase–about 1% on average. The cost in increased runtime is also quite acceptable, and averages 47%. Of course, we can improve the timing further if we use additional placement/weighting iterations, at the cost of more runtime.



One final point is worth mentioning. We still use DOMINO as the backend legalizer–even for this timing-driven version of WARP2. This is expedient, but clearly suboptimal. One reason the total wirelength does not increase much seems to be the fact that we are still minimizing the total unweighted wirelength in this stage. This suggests we may well be improving the overall wire-
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length, at some as yet unknown cost in achieving timing optimization. Replacing DOMINO with a more suitable legalizer is a topic we shall return to in the next chapter.



4.4



Summary



In this chapter we added an elementary version of a timing optimization capability to our core grid-warping formulation. We emphasize here the fact this is an elementary capability to be sure. We do none of the complex re-buffering or re-synthesis or signal integrity optimizations that a more realistic flow would require, and our benchmarks are rather small. Our goal here was to understand where a conventional sensitivity-based net weighting strategy would need to be inserted in the many steps of the grid-warping flow, and to show some evidence that the grid-warping result can respond positively to these modifications. Along the path to this goal, we also developed, in collaboration with the Cadence Berkeley Labs OA Gear group, the first version of the OA Gear Timer engine. Our experimental results suggest that, like other quadratic and analytical placer engines, we can successfully integrate sensitivity-based net-weighting for timing. Extending these preliminary results to a more robust, complete timing optimization flow is work we shall leave to future research.
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Figure 4.5: How the critical net shrinks. Left, the most critical net of the wirelength-driven placement; Right, the most critical net of the timing-driven placement.



Figure 4.6: How the critical path shrinks. Left, the most critical path of the wirelength-driven placement; Right, the most critical path of the timing-driven placement.



Chapter 5



Grid Warping: Mixed-Size Cells 5.1



Introduction



The problem we address in this chapter is how we extend the grid-warping formulation to the mixed-size placement case. In most large ASIC and SOCstyle designs, we see a range of component sizes: a moderate number of very large macrocells (for memories, hard-IP blocks such as processors and DSPs, etc.), a larger number of medium-sized cells which still snap into the standard cell row structure, but may span several cell rows, and a very large number of individual standard cells.



Addressing the mixed-size case proves to be a challenge for a warping placer. The reason is that warping is extremely adept at preserving the localities of the initial quadratic placement starting point. This is good for many small gates; this is not good when we inadvertently sweep individual gates on top of large 93
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macros. Figure 5.1 gives some geometric insight into the essence of the problem. The picture shows one trial warping solution – one location of the 3 slicing cuts of the 2 × 2 warping scheme, representing one of several thousand solution candidates visited in the inner loop of the Brent-Powell nonlinear warping optimization. At the left, we see the location of the trial cuts; at the right, we see how the initial QP solution is nonlinearly deformed back to the standard 2 × 2 quadrisection. When every gate is movable, and every gate is essentially the same size, this solution finds very good overall wirelength with good overall capacity balance. But, what happens when there are a large number of arbitrarily located macrocells also participating in this process? To keep things simple, suppose the macro blocks are pre-placed. What happens when we warp a large cluster of gates on top of a fixed macro block? How will the nonlinear warping process be apprised of any (good or bad) wirelength and capacity impacts? How shall we modify the warping flow to handle this? Indeed, do we even need to do anything different – might we just ignore the problem and assume that backend legalization can repair all gate-to-macro overlap violations? These are the questions we attack in this chapter.



As a starting point, we address the case where the large macrocells are fixed during pre-placement on the chip surface. We show how to extend the warping formulation to accommodate an arbitrary set of fixed macrocells.



5.2



Previous Work



We presented a generic discussion of the evolution of modern placer ideas in Chapter 2. Here, we briefly return to this, but with specific focus on mixed-size placement. This topic has recently drawn considerable attention, especially as larger designs integrate a larger set of memory and IP components with several
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Figure 5.1: Warping applies three slicing-style cuts to the quadratic placement (left) then “un-deforms” the four resulting quadrilaterals back to a standard 2x2 quadrisection to move the gates (right).



million logic gates. The problem offers different challenges to different placer and legalizer strategies. We briefly review the landscape here.



Partition-based techniques have always been relatively accommodating of mixedsized problems, since they defer the physical assignment of objects to locations until the end of placement. The Capo partitioner has been used in conjunction with the Parquet floorplanner in ([7], [3], [1]) to place arbitrary macro blocks and standard cells without overlap. A novel geometric feature of the approach is that macros are shredded into small pieces connected by pseudo-wires, and this is used by the global placer to obtain an initial placement. In the second stage, the standard cells are merged into soft blocks, and a floorplanner generates valid locations of macros and soft blocks. In the final stage, the macro blocks are fixed, and cells in the soft blocks go through a detailed placement. Another partitioning placement tool, Feng Shui ([33], [4]), uses recursive-bisection with iterative deletion, iterative repartitioning, relaxed rows not aligned with standard cell rows (“fractional cut”), and a simple Tetris-style approach to legalization.
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The force-directed methods, e.g., FastPlace [60], Kraftwerk ([18], [41]), have been extended to work in the mixed-size case, exploiting the fact that they explicitly formulate countervailing forces to push small blocks off large blocks. The quadratic/recursive methods, such as BonnPlace [6], also handle the mixedsize case. BonnPlace first fixes the position of the macro cells, then places all the remaining standard cells (QP) and adjusts for capacity constraints using a novel transportation algorithm designed to avoid overlap while simultaneously minimizing overall wirelengths.



The smoothed analytical methods, e.g., APlace ([27], [30], [29]), mPL ([8], [9], [10]), work extremely well here and probably produce the best quality overall, since they explicitly formulate cell-cell overlap and drive both wirelength and rough placement legality simultaneously. The downside of these methods is their significant computational expense. To avoid the scalability issues with purely flat approaches, multilevel approaches with clustering/de-clustering techniques have been proposed to reduce runtime, e.g., [29].



5.3



Mixed-Sized Model and Starting Formulation



For any method to handle mixed-size placement, the key issue is how to handle the big macro blocks. In this chapter, we assume the positions of the large macro blocks are fixed prior to placement, and we extend warping to place all the other relatively small blocks and standard cells around these fixed background objects.



We classify the placement instances into two categories. If the height is over ten times larger than the height of the standard cells, we consider it to be a macro that requires a fixed pre-placement. All other cells are assumed to be movable,
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and will be snapped into one or more cells rows at the end of legalization. In practical usage, these macro placements usually come from designers doing some early floorplanning. For example, the bigblue3 benchmark from the ISPD 2005 benchmark suite has 1.09M instances, of which 1293 are fixed (pre-placed) macros, and 2485 are smaller (2-10+ cell rows in height) and will be placed with the individual gate level instances.



We start with the formulation of Chapter 2 (which also appears in [66]), with one useful improvement. We evolve the net model used during QP to improve both runtime and overall wirelength. As with all quadratic-style formulations, the net model consists of a vertical and a horizontal component, which can be computed independently. Here, we divide the quadratic placement (QP) into three categories: (a) top-level QP, which is used as the first QP for the whole-chip initial placement; (b) local-improvement QP, used in each of the subsequent local window improvement (re-warping, [66]) steps; and (c) lowerlevel QP, which is used in the second and later decomposition layers as the starting placement. The last category is more complicated than the first two categories, since it must confine the movement of all the gates – placing the gates in the sub-region that they are assigned.



As discussed in Chapter 2, for the top-level and local-improvement QPs, we use the very efficient hybrid net model from FastPlace [59]. However, in contrast to both [59] and our work in Chapter 2, we now use the more efficient star model for all multi-pin nets, i.e., for all nets with three or more pins. For an n−pin net, the star model introduces a new variable, and gives each resulting connection a weight of n/(n − 1). 2-pin nets still use the (now trivial) clique model, with a weight of 1.
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Figure 5.2: New net model, (a) only one cell is placed in the interval, it should be the center of gravity; (b) an extra cell is introduced if the number of pins is greater than 2 and there are over 2 cells in the interval. For the lower-level QP in the second layer and later layers, we adapt the netsplit technique from Vygen [61], as well as some ideas from BonnPlace [6]. Let us assume we are given a set S of intervals defined by the vertical cut lines. For each net N and each interval I = [li , ri ] ∈ S, let Ns denote the set of pins in N whose x − coordinates have to be placed within S. Let L(S, N ) be the number of pins of N left to li and R(S, N ) right hand to ri . There are several cases: 1. If there are no movable cells in the interval I, we do not process it. 2. If L(S, N ) + R(S, N ) + Ns < 3, which means there are less than 3 pins for this net N . In this case, the clique model is used no matter there are 1 or 2 movable cells in interval I. 3. If n = L(S, N ) + R(S, N ) + Ns > 2 and Ns = 1, which means only one movable cell is in I, then this cell should be the center-of-gravity of all other pins. In this case, all other pins are fixed, they are either propagated to the left vertical cut or the right vertical cut of interval I. The star model is used, and the weight is set to n/n − 1 (Figure 5.2 (a)). 4. If n = L(S, N ) + R(S, N ) + Ns > 2 and Ns > 1, which means there are
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more than one movable cell in I, then an extra variable is introduced and the star model is used. The new variable is connected to all the other pins, each has a weight of n/n − 1 (Figure 5.2 (b)).



Basically speaking, we use terminal propagation techniques to propagate pins outside the interval to the left or right cut line first. Then both the movable cells and the fixed pins are treated the same. If the total number of pins is less than 3, we use the trivial clique model with connection weight 1; otherwise we switch to a star model with a weight of n/n − 1 (n is the number of total pins). Finally, we also abandon the center-of-gravity constraint from [61] for low-utilization regions since it does no good in this case.



In practice, this evolved net model shows surprising improvements in placement quality with very modest runtime cost. An obvious question is whether switching from clique to star for the 3-pin nets (in contrast to [59]) is worthwhile.



Design adaptec2 adaptec4 bigblue2 bigblue3 Ratio



star models for 3-pin nets Wirelength Time (s) 0.79728 41.99 1.93699 110.70 2.30286 87.20 3.12168 234.14 1.00 1.00



clique models for 3-pin nets Wirelength Time (s) 1.42080 35.91 2.40809 99.63 2.53548 80.21 4.06507 207.20 +36.0% -11.0%



Table 5.1: Placement results of the 2nd level global QP. Design adaptec2 adaptec4 bigblue2 bigblue3 Ratio



star models for 3-pin nets Wirelength Time (s) 0.78113 37.59 2.02946 101.54 2.00753 84.26 2.93728 216.09 1.00 1.00



clique models for 3-pin nets Wirelength Time (s) 1.40459 34.37 2.58556 96.24 2.20845 71.40 4.13523 187.73 +39.5% -10.6%



Table 5.2: Placement results of the 3rd level global QP.
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Figure 5.3: The 2nd level and 3rd level QPs of adaptec2.
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Results in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, show that star models for 3-pin nets produce significantly better placements at modestly increased runtime. So we use star models for all but 2-pin nets.



5.4



Handling Mixed-Size Case with Legalization Only



Before we embark on a set of potentially deep changes to the core warping formulation, it is worth asking if the simplest possible solution is a workable one. That is: can we ignore the problem of gate-level instances being inadvertently warped on top of fixed macrocells, and just resolve the overlaps at the end of grid warping, by letting the backend legalizer deal with these violations.



The answer, unfortunately, is no. Figure 5.4 shows some examples of the geometry of the problem, immediately after warping completes. We see relatively many small cells marooned in the middle of large macros. Current legalizers are designed to resolve modest amounts of illegal overlap; this much illegality tends to confound the legalizers, which produce as a result extremely poor final wirelengths.



5.5



Handling Mixed-Size Case with Geometric Hashing



The warping concept is exceptionally adept at keeping related gates close to each other during placement; this is a direct consequence of the “elastic sheet” deformation model. Unfortunately, this also means that it is difficult for force gates away from large, fixed background macros during placement evolution.
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Other placers based on QP with decomposition have formulated explicit repair steps that (i) minimally perturb the QP, while (ii) avoiding the macrocells. Vygen [61] and BonnPlace [6] use LP and network-flow ideas, respectively, for this purpose.



Our problem is different, and illustrated in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. Because warping is itself a nonlinear optimization, there can be several thousand unique warping solutions attempted (Figure 5.5 (b)) before an optimal final warping is determined. Each trial warping solution may inadvertently deposit thousands of cells in randomly illegal overlaps. We do not have one illegal overlap scenario to resolve, as [61] and [6], per layer of the recursion hierarchy. We have thousands to resolve. We need a very simple, lightweight mechanism which can be inserted inside the warping optimization loop. In particular, we want wirelength calculations to at least roughly reflect the fact that depositing gates on top of macrocells likely has a wirelength impact – the extra length needed to move those gates off the cell.



An extremely simple idea works well to resolve this problem. We focus on a “partial repair” strategy that greedily relocates gates and small blocks with



Figure 5.4: Pre-legalization results from ignoring the problem of warping small cells on top of fixed macrocells. Large-scale overlaps exist (circles), which backend legalization does poorly to resolve.



5.5. HANDLING MIXED-SIZE CASE WITH GEOMETRIC HASHING 103 problematic overlaps. We call this geometric hashing, for simplicity. Before warping, we impose a fine grid on the current QP solution, and for those grid cells that are partially or fully occluded by fixed macrocells, we statically compute and store the closest unobstructed macrocell boundary (Figure 5.5 (d)). The idea is that, if any gate lands on top of a macrocell in this grid, we will simply sweep it over to the nearest macrocell boundary that is adjacent to free space. Note that we make no attempt to optimize density or wirelength in this local solution, just legality. We refer to this as geometric hashing because we repair overlap violations by simply hashing into this simple 2-D grid structure, looking up the nearest free boundary edge, and relocating the gate appropriately. Since this is simple to compute, we perform geometric hashing for every trial warping solution, i.e., we compute the wirelength and capacity penalty terms of the cost function after all violating gates have been hashed to legality.



In addition, before we descend into each newly warped region and start placing it in finer detail, we do a single global, top-level repair step to relocate only the difficult overlaps to the nearest free space. In other words, we hash overlapped



Figure 5.5: Geometric Hashing: (a) QP places a set of movable cells in a design with one macrocell “M”. (b) Warping iteratively searches for cut locations that optimally deform the QP to (c) a standard quad-cut. Each deformation can overlap the fixed macrocell. (d) Overlapping cells are greedily relocated – hashed – to the nearest free boundary, as defined by a statically computed fine grid of minimal-distance perturbations.
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cells off. At the end of each recursion level, we check if each movable cell is on top of any fixed macro cell. If so, we again hash it to the nearest macrocell boundary that has enough space for the cell.



This simple but useful heuristic has very low complexity but works very well for overlap removal.



5.6



Better Consideration of Capacity



With geometric hashing in place, placing the remaining smaller blocks with grid warping is mainly an exercise in bookkeeping: we need to account for cell sizes accurately in each placement step after the initial quadratic point placement. Thus, we warp, and partition-improve, and re-warp, while ensuring that any sub-region is not filled over its capacity, and we carefully account for the areas used by both movable cells and fixed macros. As always, these sorts of low-level engineering changes touch several other parts of the placer. We summarize these impacts here:



• Prewarping: Prewarping is just a pre-conditioning process for us, which aims to uniformly distribute very dense clusters. Fowler’s original formulation [22] and our improved formulation in Chapter 2 (and [64]) used pre-warping to deal with the high-utilization ISPD02 benchmarks set. However, for relatively low-utilization designs such as the large ISPD05 netlists, there can be a deleterious impact on quality. For example, suppose the QP places all the cells in one of the four quadrants of the current decomposition, and the total cell sizes dose not exceed the area of this quadrant. Pre-warping, by design, would still stretch the entire QP across all four quadrants uniformly, making the wirelength worse and relying on
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the later warping and re-warping engines to fix this stretch. To avoid this, a new utilization checker runs before the pre-warping stage and checks the utilization of the area, if it is below a threshold and the original QP placement does not violate the capacity restriction for the four quadrants, pre-warping will not be conducted. • Cost function: Our earliest formulation of the cost function [64], used a two-sided “bath-tub” style cost function was used to assure cells uniformly distributed to sub-regions. Regions that were over-filled, and regions that were under-filled, were penalized equally. This is efficient when dealing with high-utilization netlists like the ISPD02 designs, but causes very bad results for low-utilization designs such as ISPD05. Hence, we replaced this with a single-sided cost function, i.e., under-filled regions receive no capacity penalty in the overall warping cost function, but over-filled regions are penalized as in [64] We already mentioned this in Chapter 2, but it is worth noting that it was our specific experiences with the ISPS05 benchmarks and the mixed-size problem that motivated this change. • Partitioning improvement: In Chapter 2, we used hMetis [31] in the partitioning improvement step to repartition the cells placed near the cut lines. We still use hMetis here to further improve the wirelength, but with more care not to violate possibly asymmetric capacity constraints on opposite sides of the cutline(s). We carefully balance the capacity here, so that when hMetis is used, the total area of all cells in each region does not exceed the capacity of that region. Of course, fixed macros are also taken into consideration when we compute the capacity. • Re-warping: In our re-warping stage from Chapter 2 (and [66]), cells inside a small 2 × 2 window are thrown together and placed, warped again to achieve some improvements. All off the above mentioned modifications
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CHAPTER 5. GRID WARPING: MIXED-SIZE CELLS (to prewarping, to cost function, to partitioning improvement) are all applied here. Re-warping can still greatly change the placement inside this window, and accept better placements. In practice this step gains us a lot quality, especially for low-utilization designs.



The overall flow for the mixed-size case, with all these extensions and with the key geometric hashing steps, appears in Figure 5.7.



Figure 5.6: Better consideration of capacity on ibm08.
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Figure 5.7: Mixed-size placement algorithm – WARP3.



5.7



Legalization Revisited



Legalization is widely understood to be a more challenging problem in the mixed-size case [13]. This observation conforms to our experience with the warping-based strategy as well. As a result, we abandoned the Domino-based flow of Chapters 2, 3 and adopted a more successful three-step flow, using ideas from Feng Shui 5.1 [4] and the cell-swap method of FastPlace [44]. The flow consists of three steps: 1. Global legalization: We use Feng Shui 5.1 [4] for first-pass legalization. 2. Local repair: There may still be overlaps after the first step. If so, or if some cells are outside the chip boundary, we use a simple greedy scheme to repair. We move violating cells into the nearest row with the least displacement, and adjust other cells in those rows as needed. 3. Wirelength optimization: We use the swap method from FastPlace [44] as a last-phase to reclaim any wirelength lost in the first two geometric legalization steps.
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Our warping placements are generally not much disturbed by this new legalization scheme (step 1 and step 2), i.e., we generally do not need to change the placement much to make it legal. As we will see later from the experimental results, the legalization step only increases the wirelength by 1-2% typically. The overall algorithm of our backend is illustrated in Figure 5.8.



5.8



Experimental Results



The ideas of the previous sections have been implemented in a new placer called WARP3. We first use the circuits from the ISPD02 mixed-size placement benchmarks [26] as our testcases. This suite of benchmarks range from over 12 thousand cells to about 200 thousand cells (see Table 5.3 for the statistics of these benchmarks). The total area of macro blocks and standard cells occupies 80% of the chip area, which represents high-utilization benchmarks. Table 5.4 shows the results and compares WARP3 with Feng Shui 5.1 [4], and BonnPlace [6], which run all the same benchmarks. We run WARP3 and Feng Shui 5.1 both



Figure 5.8: Legalization and detailed placement.
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on a 2.0 GHz CPU LINUX machine, CPU times for BonnPlace are not precisely comparable since they represent not only a different processor (IBM P650 at 1.45GHz) but an explicitly parallelized implementation running on a 4-processor server.



From the results, WARP3 has 3.7% shorter wirelength than Feng Shui 5.1 and is essentially identical with BonnPlace. For CPU time, WARP3 is about 2 times slower than Feng Shui 5.1 and, despite problems of comparison with a 4-processor parallelized BonnPlace, seems quite competitive on time as well. We think this speaks well of the simplicity of the geometric hashing scheme.



We also ran WARP3 on the recently released ISPD 2005 benchmarks [38] (de-



circuit



cells



nets



macros



pads



ibm01 ibm02 ibm03 ibm04 ibm05 ibm06 ibm07 ibm08 ibm09 ibm10 ibm11 ibm12 ibm13 ibm14 ibm15 ibm16 ibm17 ibm18



12752 19601 23136 27507 29347 32498 45926 51309 53393 69429 69779 69788 83285 146474 160794 182522 183992 210056



14111 19584 27401 31970 28446 34826 48117 50513 60902 75196 81454 77240 99666 152772 186608 190048 189581 201920



246 271 290 295 0 178 291 301 253 786 373 651 424 614 393 458 760 285



246 259 283 287 1201 166 287 286 285 744 406 637 490 517 383 504 743 272



% Macro Area 42.76 55.31 49.96 41.98 0.00 45.41 35.93 41.20 39.82 59.66 37.63 51.65 36.18 19.64 26.74 37.89 17.20 8.69



%Biggest Block 6.37 11.36 10.76 9.16 0.00 13.64 4.25 12.11 5.42 4.80 4.48 6.43 4.22 1.99 11.00 1.89 0.94 0.96



Table 5.3: The ISPD02 mixed-size placement benchmarks characteristics. “% Macro Area” is the percentage of the area of all the macrocells; “% Biggest Block” is the percentage of the area of the biggest macrocell.
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ibm01 ibm02 ibm03 ibm04 ibm05 ibm06 ibm07 ibm08 ibm09 ibm10 ibm11 ibm12 ibm13 ibm14 ibm15 ibm16 ibm17 ibm18 Ratio
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Warp Wirelength CPU Time 0.232 195 0.496 390 0.711 394 0.789 434 1.018 428 0.642 746 1.032 1133 1.289 1273 1.310 1312 3.120 2053 1.954 1674 3.445 2088 2.394 2165 3.853 4715 5.041 6331 5.891 6811 6.762 7429 4.418 8353 1.000 1.00



BonnPlace Wirelength CPU Time 0.226 360 0.493 600 0.701 660 0.823 780 1.002 780 0.655 780 1.041 1200 1.268 1800 1.327 2100 3.292 1920 1.915 2220 3.190 2880 2.431 2880 3.782 3600 4.931 5100 5.788 6600 6.665 11940 4.574 5340 0.993 –



Feng Shui 5.1 Wirelength CPU Time 0.242 134 0.501 238 0.826 271 0.873 306 0.984 322 0.691 409 1.097 558 1.369 642 1.363 646 3.368 982 1.973 872 3.514 1023 2.380 1130 3.826 2082 5.037 2672 5.835 3239 7.017 3238 4.499 3350 1.037 0.45



Table 5.4: Placement results comparing Feng Shui 5.1 [4], BonnPlace [6] and Warp3, all CPU times are in seconds.
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Figure 5.9: The ISPD 2005 benchmarks, this Figure is from [38].
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scribed in Table 5.5). Generally these designs have a low utilization, and each circuit represents a special testcase. adaptec2 has large fixed blocks in the center of placement region, which may cause larger variations in wirelengths depending on which sides of fixed blocks movable cells are placed. In bigblue1, placing movable objects at the center region in more compact manner seems to be more critical task. bigblue2 has relatively large number of pins from regularly placed small fixed blocks. The design density of bigblue3 is over 85% primarily due to several large fixed blocks whereas design utilization is around 55% with abundant free space available. bigblue3 containts 2485 movable macros which slightly differentiate a placer with this capability. Two benchmarks bigblue3 and bigblue4, with more than one million placeable objects, are good test cases for testing scalability of placement algorithms [38] (Figure 5.9).



We compared our results with APlace [29], which by far has the best results.



circuit adaptec2 adaptec4 bigblue1 bigblue2 bigblue3 bigblue4 circuit



adaptec2 adaptec4 bigblue1 bigblue2 bigblue3 bigblue4



#Total Objects 255023 496045 278164 557866 1096812 2177353 #Pins. Mov. Objects 1045699 1876563 1131856 1979597 3790107 8710667



#Mov. #Fixed #Nets Objects Objects 254457 566 266009 494716 1329 515951 277604 560 284479 534782 23084 577235 1095519 1293 1123170 2169183 8170 2229886 #Pins. Design Design Fixed. Density Utility Objects 23783 78.56% 44.32% 35857 62.67% 27.23% 12835 54.19% 44.67% 142685 61.80% 37.94% 43111 85.65% 56.68% 189411 65.30% 44.35%



#Total Pins 1069482 1912420 1144691 2122282 3833218 8900078 #Peri. I/Os 407 0 528 0 0 0



Table 5.5: The ISPD2005 mixed-size placement benchmarks characteristics, all the parameters are from [38].
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WARP3 is about 7-8% worse than APlace on these benchmarks, which we think is reasonably good. Table 5.7 gives the placement results from the ISPD 2005 placement contest. For the runtime, the total runtime of WARP3 on these six benchmarks is 41.75 hours on a 2.8GHz CPU LINUX machine. (The flat version of APlace [30] takes more CPU than this for the largest individual benchmarks in [38]. However, the clustered versions from [29] are much faster.) We do note that some of wirelength results (e.g., bigblue3) are slightly better than APlace, though we must also note that we have yet to implement any routability density optimizations. Our result on bigblue4 is also very decent, which shows both the scalability and the quality of our algorithm on very large designs. Overall we regard these results as a very satisfactory first extension of the grid warping



Design



Adaptec2 Adaptec4 Bigblue1 Bigblue2 Bigblue3 Bigblue4 Ratio



Global Wirelength 1.0273 2.1258 1.0639 1.7764 3.6878 8.9466 1.043



Warp Legalized Wirelgnth 1.0447 2.1892 1.0659 1.8526 3.6959 9.1896 1.063



Final Wirelength 0.9720 2.0455 1.0181 1.6950 3.5783 8.5981 1.000



APlace Wirelength 0.8731 1.8765 0.9464 1.4382 3.5789 8.3321 0.927



Table 5.6: Placement results comparing Warp3 with APlace [29]. Placer APlace [29] mFAR [24] Dragon [52] mPL [10] FastPlace [60] Capo [46] NTUP [11] Feng Shui [4] Kraftwerk/Domino [41]



Average 1.00 1.06 1.08 1.09 1.16 1.17 1.21 1.50 1.84



Table 5.7: The ISPD2005 placement contest results.
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platform to the important mixed-size case.



Finally, Figure 5.10 shows final layouts for two benchmarks, ibm04 and bigblue3, allowing one to see how small gates and medium macros have been successfully placed around the large fixed macro blocks. (Additional illustrations of initial QP solves, warping flow snapshots, and several final placements appear in appendices after the following chapter.)



5.9



Summary and Conclusions



The challenge for grid-warping the mixed-size case, with fixed macrocells, is how not to warp gates into deep overlap violations with these background objects, since (as we showed experimentally) these cannot be easily repaired in final legalization. We presented a set of mechanisms, most notably the geometric hashing idea, to extend a warping placer to handle fixed macrocells. Experimental results show our algorithm is quite competitive with other recently published placers.
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Figure 5.10: Final Warp3 placements of ibm04 (top), and bigblue3 (bottom).
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Chapter 6



Conclusions 6.1



Summary and Contributions



Grid-warping is a new placement algorithm based on a simple idea: rather than move the gates to optimize their location, we elastically deform a model of the 2-D chip surface on which the gates have been roughly placed, “stretching” it until the gates arrange themselves to our liking. Deforming the elastic grid is a simple, low-dimensional nonlinear optimization, and augments a traditional quadratic formulation.



Earlier efforts to define a working warping placement strategy ([22], [63]) were unsuccessful. Our work to date in this thesis has created the first competitive warping-style placement engine, and devised new geometric algorithms for the essential elastic warping step, a variety of intermediate improvement steps (e.g., partition improvement, re-warping), and the first timing-driven and mixed-sized warping placers. Our first implementation, WARP1 [64], was already competitive with recently published placers, e.g., 4% better wirelength, 40% faster than GORDIAN-L-DOMINO [64]. Our timing-driven implementation of these 117
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ideas, WARP2 ([65], [66]), can improve worst-case negative slack by 37% on average, with very modest increases in wirelength and runtime [65]. Although not initially planned as part of our thesis, our collaborations with Cadence resulted in the OpenAccess Gear Timer, the first fairly complete open-source batch/incremental static timing engine capable of handling realistic designs, integrated completely in the OpenAccess open source database, and validated against the Cadence RTL signoff timer [66]. Our mixed-size placement placer, WARP3 [67], consists of several new techniques, such as a new net model, a multiphase framework, better consideration of capacity and a novel geometric hashing algorithm, along with the custom legalization and detailed placement engine. Experimental results show WARP3 can produce very good quality mixed-size placement reasonably quickly.



Overall, we believe we have successfully validated the original premise of the grid-warping concept from [22], i.e., that one can formulate a successful placer strategy by focusing on the space on which the gates are placed, rather than focusing on the gates themselves as the independent actors in the layout process. There are surely many other feasible implementations of the grid-warping concept, but ours is the first to handle a wide range of realistically large layout benchmarks, with attractive, competitive wirelength and overall runtimes.



6.2



Future Work



Opportunities for future work includes improving our placer runtime and quality, better mechanisms for handling fixed objects and congestion, and a more sophisticated timing-driven flow. An interesting layer challenge here is to explore the possibility to develop new “hybrid” layout strategies that retain the advantages of the low-dimensional warping placement concept, but augment
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them with the quality-of-results advantages of “smoothed” analytical methods.
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Appendix A



Some QPs We show here the first, initial top-level quadratic placement (QP) results from which the grid warping process begins for several of our benchmarks.
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Figure A.1: Adaptec4 after the 1st QP.
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Figure A.2: Bigblue1 after the 1st QP.
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Figure A.3: Bigblue2 after the 1st QP.
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Figure A.4: Bigblue3 after the 1st QP.
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Figure A.5: Bigblue4 after the 1st QP.



Appendix B



Some Flows We show here a set of intermediate snapshots of evolving grid-warping placements for two of our benchmarks.
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Figure B.1: Placements during WARP of IBM04 from ISPD 2002.
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Figure B.2: Placements during WARP of IBM08 from ISPD 2002.
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Appendix C



Some Final Placements We show here final, legalized placements after grid-warping, for several of our benchmarks.
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Figure C.1: Final placement of IBM01 from ISPD 2002.
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Figure C.2: Final placement of IBM04 from ISPD 2002.
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Figure C.3: Final placement of adaptec2 from ISPD 2005.
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Figure C.4: Final placement of adaptec4 from ISPD 2005.
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Figure C.5: Final placement of bigblue2 from ISPD 2005.
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Figure C.6: Final placement of bigblue3 from ISPD 2005.
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Appendix D



Our Biggest Benchmark: IBM Bigblue4 We show here our placements on our biggest benchmark: Bigblue4, which is from the ISPD 2005 benchmarks [38]. Bigblue4 has more than 2M objects, among which 8170 objects are fixed macrocells and 2169183 objects are movable gates.
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Figure D.1: The placement of bigblue4 from ISPD 2005 after WARP3, which is illegal.
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Figure D.2: The final placement of bigblue4 from ISPD 2005.
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